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(Preface 
In the present dissertation an attempt has been made to deal with "A 
Study of Hermite Polynomials and its Generalizations". This dissertation 
comparises of seven chapters. Definitions and equations have been numbered 
chapterwise. 
Chapter 1 covers a comprehensive account of the historical origin of 
Special Functions and upto date development made in these areas and gives a 
brief review of some preliminary concepts, Hermite polynomials, generating 
functions, q-function theory and important well known results needed in the 
subsequent text. 
Chapter 2 deals with the study of Hermite polynomials of two variables 
suggested by S. F. Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two variables defined and 
studied by M. A. Khan and G. S. Abukhammash. Their generating functions, 
recurrence relations, partial differential equations, Rodrigues formula and 
relationship with Legendre polynomials are given here. 
Chapter 3 concerns with the q-Hermite polynomials introduced by 
Rogers. It covers orthogonality and Mehler's formula for q-Hermite 
polynomials. Also a theorem due to Nasrallah and Rahman and generating 
functions for q-Hermite polynomials is given in this chapter. 
In chapter 4, q-analogies of generalized Hermite's polynomials have 
been deah in some details. We discuss the properties of q-polynomials which 
iv 
hold in any way, especially difference differential equation and similar 
relations. Also, the distribution of zero is studied. 
Chapter 5 deals with study of a q-extension of the generalized Hermite 
polynomials with the continuous orthogonality property on IR. In this chapter, 
we discuss in detail a q-extension of the generalized Hermite polynomials of 
Szego. A continuous orthogonal property or IR with respect to the positive 
weight function is established, a q-difference equation and a three term 
recurrence relations are derived for this family of q-polynomial. 
Chapter 6 is a study of Fourier Gauss Transformations of bilinear 
generating fianctions for the continuous q-Hermite polynomials. This chapter 
covers the linear generating function and bilinear generating functions for the 
continuous q-Hermite polynomials introduced by Rogers. 
Chapter 7 concerns with the study of the bivariate Rogers Szego 
polynomials. In this chapter, an operator approach to derive Mehler's formula 
and Rogers formula for the bivariate Rogers - Szego polynomials is studied. 
Also an extension of q-Hermite change of base formula to the continuous big 
q-Hermite polynomial is given. 
In the end an exhaustive and upto date list of original papers related to 
the subject matters of this dissertation have been provided in the form of 
bibliography. 
CHAPTER -1 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER - 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: 
Special functions are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and 
Physically relevant functional equations. They have long history with immense 
literature and are known for their ambiguity and great applicability within 
Mathematics as well as outside it. These functions community arise in the areas 
of Heat Condition, Communication Systems, Electro-Optics, Electromagnetic 
Theory, Electro-Circuit Theory, Quantum Mechanics, Non-linear Wave 
Propagation, Probability Theory and among others. Special functions play an 
important role in the formalism of mathematical physics and provide a unique 
tool for developing simplified yet realistic models of physical problems. A vast 
Mathematical literature has been devoted in the theory of these functions as 
constructed in the works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, 
Legendre, Ramanujan and other classical authors. 
Some other developments are given by Andrews [1'], Andrews et al. 
[2'], Dunkel and Yuan [58'], Erdreiyi et al. [61'], Iwasaki et al. [88'] Lebedev 
[104'], Rainville [113], Sneddon [148'], Szego [127'], Watson [151], etc. 
The study of special functions grew up with the calculus and is 
consequently one of the oldest branches of analysis. The history of special 
functions is closely tied to the problem of terrestrial and celestial mechanics 
that were solved in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the boundary value 
problems of electromagnetism and heat in the nineteenth and the eigen value 
problems of quantum mechanics in the twentieth. 
Seventeenth century England was the birth place of special functions. 
John Wallis at oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma 
function long before Euler reached it. Euler found most of the major properties 
of the gamma function around 1730. In 1772 Euler evaluated the beta function 
integral in terms of the gamma function. Other significant developments were 
the discovery of Vandermonde's theorems in 1772 and the definition of 
Legendre Polynomials and the discovery of their addition theorem by Laplace 
and Legendre during 1782 - 1785. 
The golden age of special fijnctions which was centered in the 
nineteenth century German and France, was the result of developments in both 
Mathematics and Physics. The theory of analytic functions of a complex 
variable on one hand, and on the other hand, the theories of Physics (e.g. heated 
and electromagnetism) which required solution of partial differential equations 
containing the Laplace operator. 
The discovery of elliptic function (the inverse of elliptic integrals) and 
their property of double periodicity was published by Abel in 1827. Another 
major development was the theory of hypergeometric series which began in a 
systematic way (although some important results had been found by Euler and 
Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the 2F1 series in 1812. The 3F2 series was 
studied by Clausen (1828) and the jFi series by Kummer (1836). 
Near the end of the century Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric 
functions of two variables and Lauricella generalized them to several variables 
in 1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, 
applied mathematics in 1950. In 1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop 
a new theory of Gauss's hypergeometric functions 2F1. 
Various generalizations of 2F1 were introduced by Horn, Kampe de 
Feriet, MacRobert and Meijer. 
1.2 q-FUNCTIONS THEORY : 
The study of basic hypergeometric series (also called q-hypergeometric 
series or q-series) essentially started in 1748 when Euler considered the infinite 
product (q; q)J = J~J [l - q''"'' j as a generating function for p(n), the number 
k=0 
of partitions of a positive inter n into positive integers. But it was not until 
about a hundred years later that the subject acquired an independent status 
when Heine converted a simple observation that lim 
q->l (l-q) a mto a 
systematic theory of 2^\ basic hypergeometric series parallel to the theory of 
Gaus's, 2F1 hypergeometric series. Hein's transformation formulas for 2^\ 
series and his q-analogue of Gaus's 2F1 (1) summation formula are derived, 
along with a q-analogue of the binomial theorem, Jacobi's triple product 
identity and some formulas for q-analogues of the exponential, gamma and beta 
functions. 
Apart from some important work by J. Thomae and L. J. Rogers the 
subject remained somewhat dormant during the latter part of the nineteenth 
century until F. H. Jackson embarked on a life long program of developing the 
theory of basic hypergeometric series in a systematic manners, studying q-
differentiation and q-integration and deriving q-analogues of the 
hypergeometric summation and transformation formulas that were discovered 
by A. C. Dixon, J. Dougall, L. Saalchutz, F. J. W. Whipple and others. His 
work is so pervasive that it is impossible to cover all of his contributions in a 
single volume of this size, but we have tried to include many of his important 
formulas. 
In particular, a derivation of his summation formula for an s^^ series. 
During the 1930's and 1940's many important results on hypergeometric and 
basic hypergeometric series were derived by W. N. Bailey. Some 
mathematicians consider Bailey's greatest work to be the Bailey transform, but 
equally significant are his nonterminating extensions of Jackson's sh 
summation formula and of Watson's transformation formula cormecting very-
well-poised 8(t)7 series with balanced 4^2 series. Much of the material on 
summation, transformation and expansion formulas for basic hypergeometric 
series is due to Bailey. 
D. B. Sears, L. Carlitz, W. Hahn and L. J. Slater were among the 
prominent contributors during the 1950's. Sears derived several transformation 
formulas for ^^2 series, balanced 4^2 series, and very-well-poised n+i(t)n series. 
During the 1960's R. P. Agarwal and Salter each published a book 
partially devoted to the theory of basic hypergeometric series and G. E. 
Andrews initiated his work in number theory, were he showed how useful the 
summation and transformation formulas for basic hypergeometric series are in 
the theory of partitions. Andrews gave simpler proofs of many old results, 
wrote review articles pointing out many important applications and during the 
mid 1970's, started a period of very fruitful collaboration with R. Askey. 
Thanks to these two mathematicians, basic hypergeometric series is an active 
field of research today. Since Askey's primary area of interest is orthogonal 
polynomials, q-series suddenly provided him and his co-workers with a very 
rich environment for deriving q-extensions of beta integrals and of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi, Gegenbauer, Legendre, Laguerre and 
Hermite. Askey and his students and collaborators who include W. A. Al-
Salam, M. E. H. Ismail, T. H. Koomwinder, W. G. Morris, D. Stanton and J. A. 
Wilson have produced a substantial amount of interesting work over the past 
fifteen years. This flurry of activity has been so infectious that many 
researchers found themselves hopelessly traped by this alluring "q-disease", as 
it is affectionately called. 
1.3 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND THEIR 
q-ANALOGUES 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special 
functions in general and of hypergeometric functions in particular. Some of the 
Orthogonal Polynomials and their connection with hypergeometric function 
used in this dissertation are given below: 
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS: 
Legendre Polynomial, denoted by P,, (x) is defined by the generating 
relation: 
(l-2xt + t^)2 = 1 ; P„(x>" (1.3.1) 
n=0 
For 111 < 1 and | x | < 1, and we can easily obtained. 
r 
n-2k [^ ] (-ly 1 (2x)" 
Pn(x)=Z - ^ ^ (1-3-2) 
"^  ^ ^ k ! (n-2k)! 
where Pn (x) is a polynomial of degree precisely n in x. 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS: 
Hermite Polynomials are defined by means of generating relation. 
e x p ( 2 x t - t ^ ) = | ; H „ ( x ) ^ (1.3.3) 
n=o n! 
Val id for all finite x and t and w e can easily obtained 
H„(x) = Z 
n-2k 
k=0 
(-iyn!(2x) 
k! (n-2k)! (1.3.4) 
HYPERGEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION: 
LAGENDRE POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols Pn (x) and is defined as: 
Pn(x)=2F, 
n,n + l; 
1-x (1.3.5) 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols L^^ (x) and is defined as 
Lt^(x): (l + a)n 
n! 
,F, 
-n ; 
1 + a; 
(1.3.6) 
JOCOBI POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols P^  ''^ (x) and is defined as 
&H^)= (l + a)n 
•n,l + a + P + n; 
n! 
2F, 1-x (1.3.7) 
1 + a; 
ULTRA SPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS: 
The special case P = a of the Jacobi Polynomial is called Ultra spherical 
Polynomial and is denoted by PJ°'"^(x). 
It is thus defined as 
, V, . (l + cx)„ 
n! 
2^1 
n.l + 2a + n; 
1 + a ; 
1-x (1.3.8) 
HERMITE POLYNOMIAL: 
It is denoted by Hn(x) and is defined as: 
- n 1 n 
H„(x) = (2x)%F, 2 '2 2 ' 1 (1.3.9) 
q-POLYNOMIALS: 
The q-polynomials constitute a very important and interesting set of 
special functions and more specifically of orthogonal polynomials. They appear 
in several branches of the natural sciences e.g., continued fractions, Eulerian 
series, theta functions, elliptic functions, quantum groups and algebras, discrete 
mathematics (combinatorics, graph theory), coding theory and among others. 
The first mathematician who consider a family of these q-polynomials 
was Markov in 1884 but was Hahn who firstly analyzed a very general 
situafion. In fact Hahn was interested to find all orthogonal polynomial 
8 
sequences such that their q-differences, defined by the linear operator 
Qf (x)= ^^ ' . ^ ' are orthogonal. For q -> 1, it is recovered one the ( q - l ) x 
classical characterization of the classical polynomials due to Sonine in 1887 
(rediscovered by Hahn in 1937). Thirty years latter the study of such 
polynomials has known an increasing interest. It was started by the American 
school, specially by Andrews, Askey and their coworkers. In fact it was the 
first systematic approach to these q-polynomials and it was based in the fact 
that they are basic (terminating) hypergeometric series. 
Another point of view was developed by the Russian (former soviet) 
school of mathematicians starting from a work by Nikiforov and Uvarov in 
1983. It was based on the idea that the q-polynomials are the solution of a 
second-order linear difference equation with certain properties: the so called 
difference equation of hypergeometric type on non-uniform lattices. This 
scheme is usually called the Nikiforov - Uvarov scheme of q-polynomials. 
1.4 DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED: 
THE GAMMA FUNCTION: 
The gamma function is defined as 
r(z) = 
| t ' - ' e - ' d t , R l ( z ) > 0 
0 
r(z+i) 
(1.4.1) 
,Rl(z) < 0 ,z^ 0,-1,-2. 
POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL AND THE FACTORIAL 
FUNCTION: 
Pochhammer's symbol (A,)n is defined as 
'A.(?. + lXX + 2) (?L + n-l),ifn = l,2,3, 
Wn = (1.4.2) 
1 lfn = 0 
Since (!)„ = n ! , (X,)n may be looked upon as a generalization of elementary 
factorial. In terms of gamma function, we have 
{ l l = ' ^ , l ^ 0,-1,-2, (1.4.3) 
The binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
a^  
v"; 
^(^-1) (^-n + l )_ ( - ir (-^)n 
n ! n ! 
Also, we have 
(1.4.4) 
Equation (1.4.3) also yields 
(^)m.n = (^)m (A. + m)n ( 1 . 4 . 6 ) 
which, in conjunction with (1.4.5), gives 
( 1 - ^ - n ) , 
For X= 1, we have 
10 
(-n). 
'(-Ifn! 
( n - k ) ! , 0 < k < n 
k > n 
(1.4.7) 
LEGENDRE'S DUPLICATION FORMULA 
In view of the definition (1.4.2), we have 
W2n=2^" r'^\ 
V^^n 2^2 
, n = 0,l ,2, (1.4.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma 
function, viz. 
V^  r(2z)=2'^-' r(z)r z + — 
V 2y 
n 1 1 3 
, z ^ O , - - , - l , - - (1.4.9) 
GAUSS'S MULTIPLICATION THEOREM: 
For every positive integer, we have 
m Jn 
, n = 0, 1, 2, 
which reduces to (1.4.8) when m = 2. 
Starting from (1.4.10) with X = mz, it can be proved that 
r (mz)-(27t) '^~m ^ 1 1 ^ 2 + '^ —^ 
j=i V m j 
, z^O, — , — . 
m m 
(1.4.10) 
m = 1,2,3, 
(1.4.11) 
Which is known in the literature as Gauss's multiplication theorem for 
the Gamma function 
11 
THE BETA FUNCTION: 
The Beta function B (a, (3) is a function of two complex variables a and p, 
defined by 
B(a,(3): 
11"-' (t -1)''-' dt, Rl (a) > 0, Rl (p) > 0 
0 
r(a)r(p) 
(1.4.12) 
r(a+p) , Rl(a)<0,Rl(p)<0, a, p^^-l, - 2 , 
The Gamma function and the Beta function are related by the following 
relation 
B ( p , q ) = ^ ^ , p , q ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , 
r(p+q) 
(1.4.13) 
THE ERROR FUNCTION: 
The error function erf(z) is defined for any complex number z as. 
erf(z) = ^ j exp (- t ' ) dt (1.4.14) 
And its complement by 
erf c(z)=l-erf (z) = - ^ f exp (-t^) 
Vz , 
dt (1.4.15) 
q-HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES : 
The basic hypergeometric series or q-hypergeometric series is defined as 
(t)(a,b;c;q,z)= jCJ), (a ,b ;c ;q ,z )s (^l), a, b 
c, 
;q ,z 
12 
laq ;qj» 
( a - ' q - ; q I = ( a ; q U - a - ' } ^ q ^ ^ ^ (1.4.21) 
(a;qU=r#i^(-qa-7q^^J""^ (i-^-^^) la q ;qA 
(a;qX,,=(a;qUaq";q\ (1.4.23) 
( a q n ; q ) ^ . f c ^ X i ^ (1.4.24) 
( a q ^ q L = ^ (1-4.25) (a, qA 
( a q - ; q ) „ _ , = f c 4 . i ^ (1.4.26) 
( a ; q)2k 
(q-";ql=7N^(-iN^''"" (i-4.27) 
(q;q)n- k 
(aq-";ql=%4-fe^q-"^ (1-4-28) 
la q ;qjn 
(a;qL=(a;q^l(aq;q^)„ (1.4.29) 
( a^q^ l=(a ;q )„ ( -a ;q )„ . (1.4.30) 
where n and k are integers. 
q-NUMBER : 
A q-number (or basic number) is denoted by [a]n and is defined as 
14 
[ a l 1-q , q;tl (1.4.31) 
q-NUMBER FACTORIAL 
A q-number factorial is denoted by [n]q ! and is defined by 
[nl,!=n [k], (1.4.32) 
k=l 
and the corresponding q-number shifted factorial is defined by 
and 
lim [n] ! = n! , lim [a] = a 
q^l q->l 
lim [a]q „ = (a)„ . 
q->l 
(1.4.33) 
(1.4.34) 
BASIC BINOMIAL : 
(x-y)„=x" X 
n=0 
i-(y/x)q" 
l-(y/x)q"^" 
BASIC EXPONENTIAL : 
(1.4.35) 
eq(x) = l [ l - x q t = Z ^ 
r=0 
CO 
Eq(x)=(l-x)^=X 
.=0 (q)r 
r=0 (q). 
(1.4.36) 
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BASIC TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS : 
s in,x=.-L[eJix)-eJ-ix)]:=X ( - 1 ^ ^ (1.4.37) 
cos,x = l [e^( ix)+eJ- ix)]=f: ( - ^ ^ T ^ (1-4-38) 
^ r=0 Vq;2r 
s i n ^ x ^ f [ E j i x ) - E j - i x ) ] = i : ( - l y ^ X - (1.4.39) 
^ 1 r=0 (q;2r+l 
cos^x = ^[Ej ix)+E^(- ix)]=X ( - l y ^ x^ ^ (1.4.40) 
^ r=0 W)2r 
where | x | < 1. 
THE q-GAMMA AND q-BETA FUNCTIONS : 
The q-gamma function is defined by thomae (1869) and later by Jackson 
(1904)as 
rq(x) = i ^ ^ (l-q)'"" , 0 < q < 1. (1.4.41) 
Iq ;qJoc 
Heine (1847) gave an equivalent definition, but without the factor (1 - q)' ~". 
when X = n + 1 with n a non-negative inter, this definition reduces to 
rq(n + l)=l( l + q)(l + q + q') (l + q + q ' + + q"-') (1.4.42) 
which approaches n ! as q ^  r ' . 
q-ANALOGUE OF LEGENDRE DUPLICATION FORMULA : 
(1.4.43) r q ( 2 x ) = r q ^ | l ] = (l + q r > r q M x ) r q ^ ^ ^ ' 
V-
x + -
V 2y 
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Also the q-beta function is given by 
B,(x,y) = ^3Mla lz ) ,1A44) 
rq(x + y) 
THE q-INTEGRAL : 
Thomae (1869, 1870) and Jackson (1910, 1951) introduced the q-
integral 
jf(t)d,t=(l-q)Xf(q")q" a •4-45) 
0 n=0 
and Jackson gave the more general definition 
j f ( t ) d , t = j f ( t ) d ^ t - j f ( t ) d ^ t (1.4.46) 
a 0 0 
where 
a CO , -
| f ( t ) d , t = a ( l - q ) X f ( a q " ) q V 
0 n=0 
Jackson also define an integral on (0, oo) by 
]f( t )d, t = (l-q) i;f(q")qV (1.4.47) 
0 n=-co 
The bilateral q-integral is defined by 
]f( t)d, t = ( l - q ) | ; [f(q")+f(-q")]q". (1.4.48) 
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1.5 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF HERMITE 
POLYNOMIALS : 
In mathematics, the Hermite polynomials are a classical orthogonal 
polynomial sequence that arises in probability, such as the Edgeworth series, in 
combinatorics, as an example of an Appell sequence, obeying the Umbral 
calculus and in Physics, as the eigenstates of the quantum harmonic oscillator. 
They are named in honour of Charles Hermite, a French Mathematician who 
did research on the number theory, quadratic forms, invariant theory, 
orthogonal polynomials, elliptic function and algebra. 
He was the first to prove that e, the base of natural logarithms, is a 
transcendental number. His methods were latter used by Ferdinand Von 
Lindemann to prove that n ss transcendental. 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS ; 
DEFINITION: The Hermite polynomials Hn (x) are defined as : 
exp(2xt- t^)= | ; I k f c l l l (1.5.1) 
n=o n •' 
valid for all finite x and t. 
From (1.5.1) it follows that 
k=o k! (n -2k j ! 
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Examination of equation (1.5.2) shows that Hn (x) is a polynomial of 
degree precisely n in x and that 
H„(x) = 2"x" + 7T„_2(x) (1.5.3) 
where 7r„_2(^) '^ ^ polynomial of degree (n - 2) in x. 
From either (1.5.1) or (1.5.2) it follows that Hn(x) is an even function of 
X for even n and odd fiinction of x for odd n ; 
H„(-x) = (-l)" H„(x) (1.5.4) 
It follows from (1.5.2) that 
H,„(o)=(-ir2^"W ;H,„„(o)=o 
H',n.,(o)=(-ir2^-'f|l ;H,,(o)=o. 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS : 
PURE RECURRENCE RELATIONS : 
The pure recurrence relations for Hermite polynomials Hn (x) are 
2xH„(x)=2xH„_,(x) + H„„(x) for n > l 1 
2xHo(x) = H,(x) forx = 0 J 
DIFFERENTIAL RECURRENCE RELATIONS : 
The differential recurrence relations for Hermite polynomials Hn(x) are 
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H;(x) = 2nH„_,(x) f o r n > l 
xH;(x)==nH'„_,(x)+nH„(x) 
H ; _ , ( X ) = 2 X H „ _ , ( X ) - H „ ( X ) 
(1.5.6) 
THE RODRIGUES FORMULA : 
The Rodrigues formula for Hermite polynomials Hn(x) is given as : 
H„(x) = ( - l )"exp(x ' )D"exp(-x^) ; D s 
dx 
(1.5.7) 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF HERMITE 
POLYNOMIALS : 
The integral representation of Hermite polynomials is given as : 
n ' ^ 
H^ (x) = —- { exp [2 X cos 9 - cos 2 9] cos [2 x sin 9 - sin 29 -n9]d9 (1.5.8) 
71 ^ 
one of the simplest of Curzon's relations between Hn(x) and Pn(x) in which n is 
to be an integer is 
P„(x) = - ^ ] exp(-t^)t" H„(xt)dt (1.5.9) 
A real integral relation giving Hn(x) in term of Pn(x) given be Rainville is 
00 
Hjx)=2"^ ' exp(x') I exp(-t ' ) t"" ' P„(x/*) dt (1.5.10) 
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HERMITE POLYNOMIAL IN TERMS OF TERMINATING 
iJ'o 
The Hermite polynomial Hn(x) in terms of terminating 2F0 is given as 
H„(x) = (2x)" ,Fo 
1 1 1 , 
- n , - - n + - ; 1 
2 2 2 — r 
X 
(1.5.11) 
ORTHOGONALITY OF H„(x): 
The orthogonality of Hermite polynomials Hn(x) is given by the 
relations: 
00 
(i) I exp(-x^)H„(x)H„(x)dx =0 i fm^n 
(ii) J exp(-x^)H„(x)H„(x)dx =2"n!V^ ifm = n 
(1.5.12) 
EXPANSION OF POLYNOMIALS : 
The expansion of Legendre polynomial Pn(x) in a series of Hermite 
polynomials is given as: 
k=0 
-k , —+ n - k ; , 
2 -1 
(-1) - H„_,,(x) 
V ^ / n - k 
k! (n-2k)! 
(1.5.13) 
The expansion of Hermite polynomial in a series of Legendre 
polynomials is given as : 
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H„(x) = | : ,F, 
k=0 - + n - 2 k ; 
2 
( - i y n ! ( 2 n - 4 k + l) , . 
k! ' 
V^yn-2k 
Theorem: For the Hermite polynomials Hn(x) 
MORE GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
We have for Hn(x) a property similar to that for Pn(x) is 
(1.5.14) 
J exp(-x')x '^H„(x)dx = 0,k = 0,l ,2, , ( n - l ) (1.5.15) 
Z H „ , , ( x ) ^ = exp(2x t - t^ )H, (x - t ) 
n=0 
t 
n ' 
(1.5.16) 
A bilinear generating function for Hn(x) is given as 
X H„(x)H„(y)^ = (l-4t^)"Uxp 
n=n n! 
(y-2xty 
l -4 t^ 
(1.5.17) 
A relation obtained by Brafman with contour integration as the main tool is 
given as : 
I 2F0 
n=0 
n , c ; H , ( x ) — = exp (2xt -1^) [1 + 2yt (x -1) ] ' 'X 
n! 
2'"o 
1 1 1 
- c , - c + - ; 
2 2 2 
- 4y^^ 
- ; (l + 2xyt-2yt^) ' 
(1.5.18) 
For Hn(x), we have the (divergent) generating function given as: 
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(l-2xt)" F 
1 1 1 
—c,—c + — 
2 2 2 
4V 
, {l-lxtf n=0 
(c)nH„(x)t" (1.5.19) 
HERMITE EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION: 
Hermite equation is given by 
(1.5.20) ^ - 2 x ^ + 2ny = 0. 
dx' dx 
The series solution of (1.5.20) is given by 
r=o 2 r! ( n -2 r j ! 
The standard solution is obtained by making the choice of 2" for the arbitrary 
constant an ; the solution is then denoted by Hn(x) and called Hermite 
polynomial of order n ; 
(1.5.21) 
H„(x) = a„ y - t i i L L - (2x)"-^ ^ 
"^ ^ ^ r! (n -2r ) ! ^ ^ 
Theorem : Prove for Hermite polynomial that 
(1.5.22) 
H„(x)=2" exp M d^^ 
4dx^ 
(1.5.23) 
Proof: We have 
2 d x ^ ' 
and hence 
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^2 dxy 
so, 
exp 
^ 1 d^^ 
4dx^ exp(2xt)=X — n=o n! 
1A_ 
4 d x ' 
2 A " 
2xt 
=z (-1)" n d^ 
2n 
n=o n! v2 dxy 
,2xt 
= Z V V «.2n „2xt _ „-t^ „2xt _ ^2xt-t^ 
n=0 n! 
t"" e =e e =e 
Expanding both sides in power of t, we have 
exp 
^ 1 H ^ ^ •" ' ) " v " t " 
4dx^ 
^ 2"x" t" _ ^ H„(x)t" 
n=o n! n=o n! 
Equating the coefficient oft" on both sides, we have 
\ exp 
1 d 2 A 
4dx^ 
2"x" H„(x) 
n! n! 
Hence 
H„(x)=2" exp 1 d 
2 ^ 
4 d x ' 
Thus giving (1.5.23) 
WEBER-HERMITE FUNCTIONS : 
An equation closely related to Hermite equation is 
g^(W)..0 (1.5.24) 
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using 7 = 76" in (1.5.24), we have 
d^z ^ dz 
- 2 x — + (A.-1) z = 0 (1.5.25) 
dx' dx 
This is Hermite equation of order n with 2n = ?^  - 1. With n = —(A.-1), the 
solution of (1.5.24) is \|/„(x) = e ^ H„(x). 
v|/^  (x) is called the Weber-Hermite function of order n. 
Result: Ifm<n, then 
' {H„(x)} = ^ ^ ^ H _ ( x ) (1.5.26) 
dx™ ^ " ' " (n-m) 
Proof: Since exp (2xt -1 ' ) = f ] l i i M l ! 
~o n! 
dx^ 
{exp (2xt -1^)} = (2t)'" exp (2xt -1^) 
= 2"^t-|:H„(x)l^ 
n=o n! 
^2. 1^  H„(x)t"-
n=o n! 
-2"^ Z r - ^ "r-mW t^  (taking r = m + n) 
The coefficient oft" is therefore -, r- H„_^(x) and hence 
(n-m)! 
{ H „ ( X ) } = A J 1 _ H _ ( X ) 
dx" ' " ' '^  (n-m)! 
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Thus proving (1.5.26) 
ADDITION THEOREM : 
From the generating function 
G ( x , t ) = exp(2x t - t ^ )=X ^"^^^^ , we have 
n=o n! 
ZH„ 
n=0 
a j X| + iLj X.2 
(af+a^> 
— = exp 
n! 
3.1 Xi "r 3.2 ^2 
(af+a^> 
>i-V 
exp 
2a, X| t aft^ 
(af+a^)i af +a2 
exp 
2 a 2 X 2 1 alt' 
(af+a^)^ 
2 2 
a, +a2 
= | ; H , ( x , ) - i i ^ | ; H3(x2)a^2t 
r=0 (af+a^)^ -« ( a f + a ^ > s ! 
so, we have the addition theorem 
(af+ap^ 
H. 
n! 
a, X| + a2 X2 
(af+a^> 
a[ a^  
= Z ^ ^ H,(x,)H,(x2) (1.5.27) 
r! s! 
Similarly we can obtain the generalized addition theorem : 
H„ 
£ a^ x, 
r=l 
Vr=l J 
-M|n(S"''(^^ (1.5.28) 
Putting ai = a2 = 1 in (1.5.27) we get 
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^n^ 2 . H j ' f c l ± i ^ l = X " H^(x,)H„_Xx.) 
V2 r=0 
(1.5.29) 
w 
Further we Xi = X2 = x, we have 
^n^ 
2 ^ H „ ( V 2 x ) = X r H , ( x ) H _ ( x ) (1.5.30) 
r=0 V V 
Applying " I ^ „ = 2 " n ! V 7 r § ^ „ " (orthogonality relations) we get 
] exp(-x^)H,„„(V2x)dx = 0. 
and 
I exp(-x')H2„(V2x)dx 2n! ^fn 
n! 
The first result is trivial and the second may be rewriten as 
/ 1 ^ 
V 2 y 
I exp H2n (x)dx = 
(-)' i 
A PECULIAR RESULT ON HERMITE POLYNOMIALS : 
The non standard type of generating function 
(l + 4t^)"2 (l + 2xt + 4t^)exp ^ 4 x V ^ Hn (x) t" 
n=0 
(1.5.31) 
has been known for some time. A generalization of (1.5.31) follows. It is well 
known that 
H,„(x)=(-4)"n!L^7^(x^), 
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By inserting these in the identity 
£ H,„ (x)(c)„ t^ " ^ ^ H,„„ (x)(c)„ t^-' 
n=0 n ! (d)„ n=0 n ! (d)„ 
= 1 
n=0 
H„ (x) (c)[„,,] t" 
! (d)[„/, 
(1.5.32) 
to obtain 
^ ( - 4 r ( c ) „ L ^ / ^ ( x ^ y " ^ ^^^^ M T t ^ " (c)„L^J^ (x^) 
n=0 (d). n=0 (d)„ 
H„ (x) (c)|„„| f 
n=0 
! (d)fn/. 
(1.5.33) 
Now for the special case of Laguerre polynomials, Chaundy's equation 
(i-tr F a,a , , a 2 , ,ap; ^ p , , (32 , ,p,; rr 
n=0 n! 
- n , a , , a 2 , , a p ; 
P,,P2> > P . ; 
reduces to 
(1-tr ,F, - x t ) ^ (a)„L(„") (x)t" a ; l + a ; = y ^ "^ " ; ^ 
1-tJ to (l + a)„ (1.5.34) 
Take d = - in (1.5.33). Then use (1.5.34) to find for the first term on the left 
hand side of (1.5.33). 
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(l + 4tO^' ,F, 
V 2 l + 4t' ) 
And for the second term on the left hand side-of (1.5.33) 
(2xt)(l + e) (l + 4t^)" iF, ^ ^ . 3 . 4 x ^ t ^ ^ 
V 2 l + 4t^  
where 6 = t 
f A ^  
Vdty 
. Incorporating these last results in (1.5.33) and carrying out 
the operation by G gives: 
(l + 4t^)-^ ,F, V - 1 . 4x'tM 32Ct^x' 
^ ' - ' - . - > ! + / -\c+2 1^ 1 
V 
2 ' l + 4t^J 3(i + 4t2)' T ; i+4 t ' 
+ 
2 x t (l + 4 t ^ - 8 c t ^ ) 
Hn (X) (C)f„,,] t" 
.F, 
3 4x^ t ' 
c;-; 2 l + 4t^  
=z (1.5.35) 
2j[n/2] 
which is the required generalization of (1.5.31). It contains the arbitrary 
parameter C, and reduces to (1.5.31) for C = - . Identification of this reduction 
with (1.5.31) involves using the relation 
a + 1 
,F, (a +1 ; a + 2; z) + ,F, (a; a +1; z) = e' 
a ^ - 1 , - 2 , 
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q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS : 
The q-Hermite polynomial H^  (x | q), | q | < 1, ca be defined by their 
generation functions: 
f. 1 ^f H„(x|q)r" 
U (l-2xrq"+r"q^") to (q)„ 
Or by their recurrence relation : 
2xH„(x|q) = H„„(x|q)+(l-q")H„_,(x|q) 
H,(x|q) = 0, Ho(xlq)=l 
Or by their fourier expansion 
H„(cose|q)=X 
k=0 
cos(n-2k)e = £ 
k=0 
i(n-2k)e 
where 
(q)n 
(q)k (q)n-
(1.5.36) 
(1.5.37) 
(1.5.38) 
The continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials are defined in Askey and 
Ismail (1983) by 
C„(x;P |q)=X $13kll3}^ ,'i^-^^)^ 
k=0 (q;q)k(q;q)n-
(1.5.39) 
where x = cos 6. 
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1.6 HERMITE POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
In 1991, Ragab defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables 
L(^''^(x,y) as follow 
L(a,P)/ ) _ r ( n + a + l ) r ( n + p + l) f ( - y ^ L t ^ l x ) 
" ^ '^^ n! ^ r! r ( a + n - r + l ) r ( p + r + l) 
(1.6.1) 
where Ly (x) is the well known Laguerre polynomials of one variable. 
In 1998, M. A. Khan and G. S. Abukhammash undertaken the study of 
Hermite polynomials of two variable and obtained many useful results. M. A. 
Khan and G. S. Abukhammash defined Hermite polynomials of two variables 
Hn (x, y) as follows: 
H,(x.y)=I "''7["r^-/'') (1.6.2) 
r=o r! (n-2r ) ! 
where Hn(x) is the well known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
1.7 THE q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS : 
Heine [127] gave the following representation for the Legendre 
polynomials {P„(x)}"^o: 
4 2 4 2n °° 
Pn(cOSe)=- . ; Z kn^r. (n + 2k + l ) ^ . (1.7.1) 
7t 3.5 (2n + l) S 
Szego [127] generalized this result to the ultraspherical polynomials set 
|C|;(x) j^ Q^ and obtained 
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(Sin0)'^"' C;;(cosG)=^ fMsin(n + 2k + l)e (1.7.1) 
k=0 
Equation (1.7.1) is the fourier sine series expansion of (sin 9)^^"' C^ (COSB). 
Because for each non-negative integer n, {^ ^  is eventually monotonic in k and 
lim f,';„ = 0. 
k—>oo 
It is well known [113] that [c^ (cos0)|^ ^o is orthogonal on [0, n] with 
weight function (sin 0)^^"' . In [6] Allaway identified a large class of 
orthogonal polynomial sets that satisfy an equation of the form (1.7.1). 
One of these polynomial sets turned out to be [R„ (x;q)|n=o defined by 
three term recursion relation: 
Ro(x;q)=l, R, (x;q)=2x 
R„,,(x;q)=2xR„(x;q)-(l-q")R„_,(x;q),(n>l) 
(1.7.2) 
where | q | < 1. From this three term recursion formula it is easy to show that 
„^R.to-,)/2rx;,)^ 
'^ i^ ( ( l -q) /2) '" ^ 
where Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial. 
It is for this reason that (R„(x;q)|"^Q is called the q-Hermite 
polynomials sets and was first introduced by Rogers [109] in 1894. 
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1.8 ON q-ANALOGUE OF GENERALIZED HERMITE'S 
POLYNOMIALS : 
The generalized Hermite's polynomials are defined by the generating 
function 
00 t H 
2:h„,Jx)^.e-"'-=G(x,t,m) 
n=o n! 
With the property 
G'(x,t,m) = (x-t'"-')G(x,t,m). (1.8.1) 
In the theory of q-analogies and q-extensions of classical formulas and 
functions, for 0 < q < 1, some new classes of polynomials are investigated 
which are bibasic. i.e. in their definition participate both, ordinary and q-
number. 
1.9 q-EXTENSION OF THE GENERALIZED HERMITE 
POLYNOMIALS WITH THE CONTINUOUS 
ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY ON (?^  
The generalized Hermite polynomials were introduced by Szego [127] 
as 
H^:Ux)=(-l)"2^"n!Lt"^)(x^) 
H(^„l,(x)=(-l)"2-^'n!xL(r"^)(x^) 
(1.9.1) 
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where [i> , U"' (x) are the Laguerre polynomials. 
The generalized Hermite polynomials (1.9.1) are orthogonal with 
respect to the weight function x x " , x G R i.e. 
JHW(x)HS:)(x)|xf^e-' ' 'dx = 2^ " / r ! r n + l . H . -
and satisfy a three-term recurrence relation 
2xH(^)(x) = H(;i, (x) +2(n + 2 n e J H ^ (x), n > 1 
and a second order differential equation 
X—;- + 2(u-x^) h2nx-2u6. x" 
dx' ^^  ^dx "^  " 
(1.9.2) 
(1.9.3) 
H*^ (^x) = 0,n>0 (1.9.4) 
where 9^  = n - 2 
1.10 FOURIER-GAUSS TRANSFORMATIONS OF 
BILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTION FOR THE 
CONTINUOUS q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS: 
Bilinear generating functions (or Poisson kernels) are important tools for 
studying various properties of the corresponding families of orthogonal 
polynomials. For example, Wiener has used the bilinear generating functions 
for the Hermite polynomials Hn(x) in proving that the Hermite polynomials 
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H^ (x)exp (-x^ / 2) are complete in the space L2 over (-00, 00) and a Fourier 
transform of any fiinction from L2 belongs to the same space [155]. Also, it 
turns out that a particular limit value of the Hermite bilinear generating 
function reproduces the kernel exp (ixy) of Fourier transformation between two 
L2 space. This idea was employed for finding an explicit form of the 
reproducing kernel for the Kravchuk and Charlier functions in [20], whereas 
the case of the continuous q-Hermite functions was considered in [17]. 
1.11 THE BIVARIATE ROGERS-SZEGO POLYNOIMIALS: 
The Rogers-Szego polynomials h„ (x | q) have been extensively studied 
since the end of the nineteenth century. Two classical results for the Rogers-
Szego polynomials are Mehler's formula and Rogers formula which 
respectively correspond to the poisson kernel formula and the linearization 
formula. The extended Mehler's formula and the Rogers formula to the 
bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomial h „ ( x , y | q ) by using the q-exponential 
operator as studied in [45] and homogeneous q-shift operator recently 
introduced by Chen, Fu and Zhang [46] are given below: 
Mehler's Formula for h„ (x, y | q): we have 
i h „ ( x . y | q ) h „ ( u , v | q ) ^ . ( > ^ ; ' " ' ; q ) ~ 
n=o lq;qjn ( t ,x t ,uxt ;q)„ 
3^2 
y, xt, V / u 
; q, ut 
yt, vxt 
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provided that 111, | xt |, | ut |, | uxt | < 1. 
The Rogers Formula for h„ (x, y | q): We have 
00 X 
Z Z h,,„ x,y qK^  ^- ^^ y- A 
n=o m=o (q;q)n \^\^)^ (s, xs, xt; qj^ 
y,xs 
; q , t 
V ys 
provided that 111, | s |, | xt |, | xs | < 1. 
It should be noted that Mehler's formula for Hn (x, y | q) is equivalent to 
the nonsymmetric poisson kernel formula for the continuous big q-Hermite 
polynomials due to Askey, Rahman and Suslov [23]. 
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CHAPTER - II 
ON HERMITE POL YNOMIAL OF 
CHAPTER-II 
ON HERMITE POLYNOMIAL OF TWO VARIABLES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION: 
In 1991, Ragab defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables 
L("'P^(x,y) as follows; 
L(a,P)(^ )_ r (n + a + l)r(n + p + l ) ^ {-yj L^Ux) 
" ^ ^ ^ n! ^ r! r ( a + n - r + l)r(p + r + l) 
(2.1.1) 
where L^ (x) is the well-known Laguerre polynomials of one variable. 
The definition (2.1.1) is equivalent to the following explicit 
representation of L'^ '^'^ ' (X , y), given by Ragab: 
(n!f ;^ ^ (a + lX(p + l)^  r! s! 
Later, the same year Chatterjea (1991) obtained generating functions 
and many other interesting results for Ragab's polynomial. 
Recently, in 1997, Khan and Shukla extended Laguerre polynomials of 
two variables to Laguerre polynomials of three variables and Laguerre 
polynomials of m-variables and obtained many useful result. 
M. A. Khan and G. S. Abukhammash introduce Hermite polynomials of 
two variables and obtained many interesting results. 
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2.2. HERMITE POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
We define Hermite polynomials of two variables H^ (x, y) as follows 
H „ ( x , y ) . J " ' ( 7 ) ; ";-'-<") 
r! (n-2rj! (2.2.1) 
where Hp (x) is the well known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
The definition (2.2.1) is equivalent to the following explicit 
representation of H^ (x, y) : 
H . ( x , y ) = I I 
r=0 s=0 
(-nL..(2xr-^-(-yy (-1)-
r! s! 
(2.2.2) 
It may be noted that for y = 0, Hermite polynomial of two variables 
H„ (x, y) reduces to Hermite polynomial Hn (x) of one variable. Thus 
Hn (x, 0) = Hn (x) (2.2.3) 
In term of double hypergeometric function, Hermite polynomials of two 
variables can be written as 
H„(x,y) = F, 2:0;0 0:0:0 
- n - n 1 
T'T^2'~' 
•4y 
X X 
•4 
.2 
5 ) > 
(2.2.4) 
where for right hand side of (2.2.4) we recall the definition of a more general 
double hypergeometric function (than the one defined by Kampe de Feriet) in a 
slightly modified notation: 
( a p H b J ( c J ; 
f: m;n («J:(Pj,(Yn); x,y 
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^ y y j^l H El (2.2.5) 
'-''-' nl- .Lnlp.lnlr.lris! 
j=i j=i j=i 
where for convergence 
(i) p + q < £ + m + l , p + k < f + n + l , | x | <co, | y | <co 
(ii) p + q = ^ + m + l , p + k = £ + n + l 
max{ | x | , lyl <1 if p < 1 } (2.2.6) 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (2.2.5) reduces 
to the Kampe de Feriet function in the special case: 
q = k and m = n, 
yet it is usually referred to in the literature as Kampe de Feriet function. 
2.3. GENERATING FUNCTION FOR H„ (x, y): 
Consider the sum 
f H„(x,y)t" £ t" [ | [ g ] ( - n L . 3 s ( 2 x r " - " ( - y r ( - l ) -
n=o n! n=o n! =^0 s=o r! s! 
^ r 
_y y y (2 x)-"-^-(-y)- (-l)- t" 
^ ^ ^ r! s! (n -2r -2s ) ! n=0 r=0 s=0 
^ A ^ \ ^ (2x)"-^^(-yy (-1)^ t""^ ^ 
n=o r=o s=o r! s! tt! 
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00 CO 00 
= 1 1 1 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
(2x)"(-yy (-1)'' t""^ ^ +2s 
r! s! n! 
|, (2xtr |. h}lf t i l 
n=o n! n=o r! n=o s! 
= e . e 
= e 
2xt-(y+l)t^ 
we thus arrive at the following generating function H„ (x, y) 
y Hn ( x , y ) t " ^ ^2xt-(y+l)t^ 
n=o n! 
(2.3.1) 
Next consider the sum 
^ H „ ( x , y ) t " _ „2xt-(y.l)t^ 
= e 
n=0 n! 
Next, consider the sum 
\n / ..V ( i \ s .n+2r+2s | , (C)„H„(x,y)t"_£ g £ (cU.,.(2x)"(-yy (-l)- t^  
n=0 n=0 r=0 s=0 r! s! n! 
I ; y (C)2..2s(-yy(-lM-iy t"-" ^ (C + 2r + 2s)„(2xt)" 
n=o r=o r! s! „=n n! n=0 
I i ^^ -^'-'^ -^ '^l-'y^ -')' (,-2x,)-C-2r-2s 
n=0 r=0 r! s! 
c^^  rc o 
+ OD 00 
=(i-2xtr 1 1 \ 2A,3 U 2;^ ^^ -4yt •At 
n=0 r=0 r! s! (l-2xt)^J [(l-2xt)^ 
we thus arrive at the (divergent) generating function 
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(l-2xt)-^Fo ;^o^ - C ^ 2 : 0 ; 0 0 
C C J_ 
2 ' 2 2 5 ) ! 
? ) 5 
-4yt^ -4t^ 
( l - 2 x t r ( l - 2 x t ) ' 
n=0 
(C)„ H„(x,y)t" 
n! 
(2.3.2) 
Next consider 
| , ^ H„,,(x,y)t" v ^ _ ^ " H„(x,y)t"-^ v^  
h n=o k! n! ntS h k! (n-k)! 
^ " H„(x,y) " n ! t";*^  v 
n=0 
= 1 
n=0 
k=0 k! (n-k)! 
Hn(x,y)(t + v) 
n! 
= e^''(-^)-(y + l)(t + v)^  
^e^'"-(^-')<^-(y + l)(t + v)^ 
g2xt-(y+l)t2 g2[x-(y+l)t]v- (y+l) v^ 
^g2xt-(y.i)t^ y H , ( x - y t - t , y ) v ^ 
S k! 
By equating the coefficients of —, we obtain 
S H"^^(^>y)^"=e^"-(^-')'^ H , ( x - y t - t , y ) 
n=0 n! 
(2.3.3) 
Similarly 
00 CO 00 y y y H„,,,, (x,y)t" u^  v^  _ - - ^ H„,,,, (x,y)t" u^  V 
6 ^ n=o r ! s ! n ! „45 S f^e r! s! n! 
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CO 00 00 y y y H„,.,3 (x,y)t"-"^ u^  v^  
n=o r=o s=o f! s! (ii-r-s)! 
f H„(x,y)t" j^f[ "^ "^ ^ ^^  
n=0 n ! r=0 s=0 
^ „ \ 
tj 
w„y 
V Ly 
r! s! 
H„(x,y)t"r u ^ v V 
i;^ n! V t t j =1 
n=0 
H„(x,y)(t + u + v)" 
n! 
_ 2x(t+u+v)-{y+l) (t+u+v)^ 
— c 
2xt-(y+l)t^ 2(x- ty- t )u-(y+l) u^ 2(x-ty-t-yu-u)v-(y+l) 
= e 
2x,-(y.l)t^ 2 (x - ty - t )u - (y . l ) u^ V H , ( x - t y - t - y U - U, v ) V^ 
r=0 r! 
Equating the coefficients of —, we get 
r! 
II 
s=0 n=0 
H n . r . s ( x , y ) t " U' ^ ^2xt-(y.l)t^ _ g2(x-,y-t)u-(y.l)u^ H , ( x - t y - t - y U - U, y ) 
s! n! 
2.4 SPECIAL PROPERTIES 
Consider the identity 
g2xt-(y+l)t^ ^ g2(xt)-{y+l)(xt)' g(y+l)x' t^-(y+l)t^ 
^ g2(xt)-(y+l)(xt)^ g(y+l)(x^-l) ' 
(2.3.4) 
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^^  1^ H„(x,y)t"_£ H„(l,y)(xt)"A (y + l)^  (x^-1^t" 
n=o n! n=o n! k=o k! 
-^ J H„_,,(l,y)x"---(y + i y ( x - - l ) 
„4^ o k=o (n-2k)! k! 
Equating the coefficient oft", we get 
k=o k! (n-2kj! 
Equating the coefficients oft", we get 
H„(x,y) = S £'H„...(l,y)x"-My;lHx--l) ^,,,^ 
"^  ^ k=o k!(n-2k)! 
Next, consider the identity 
g2(x,+X2,y)t^ ^ g2x,t-(y+l)t^ g2xjt-(y+l)t^ 6^^""''*' 
or £ H „ ( x , + x „ y ) t " _ - H„(x„y) t" | . H,(x„y)t- - (y + l^t 2s 
n=o n! n=o n! =^0 r! s=o s! 
^ y y y H„(x„y)HXx„y) (y + l)-t"-^-
n=o r=o s=o n! f! s! 
00 00 y y f H„_,,(x„y)H,(x„y)(y + iyt"-
n=o ^ 6 (n -2s ) ! r ! s ! 
Hn_2s(x„y)H,(x„y)(y + iyt" CO 00 I 2 
= y y y 
nt^o ^ ^ ( n - r - 2 s ) ! r ! s ! 
Equating the coefficient oft", we get 
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H . ( x , . x . . y ) . i [ g n , H (x,..)H,(x y) (y . l ) - ^^^^^ 
^ s=o (n- r -2s) ! r! s! 
Next, consider the identity 
or y H„(x ,y ,+y , ) t "^ H , ( x ) t ^ ^ ^ H„(x,y,)t" ^ H,(x,yjt^ 
n=o n! ,fo k! to n! .^ o k! 
or £ I ; H„(x,y.+y,)H,(x)t"-^_ | . | . H„(x,y,)H,(x,y,)t"-^ 
n=o k=o n! k! n=o k=o n! k! 
Equating the Coefficients of t"^ *^ , we get 
H „ ( x , y , + y 2 ) H , ( x ) = H „ ( x , y , ) H , ( x , y , ) (2.4.3) 
where H,. (x) is the well known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
Now, by considering the identity 
g2^xt-(y+l)t2 _ g 2 x t - ( y + l ) t ' g2(X-l)xt 
and proceeding as above, we obtain 
H . ( U . y ) = i " ' " - > ( r ; f ' t ^ , - ' ) ' " ^ (2.4.4, 
k=o k ! ( n - k ) ! 
Similarly, by considering the identity 
g2xt-(Xy+l)t2 _g2xt- (y+l) t2 g ( l - ^ ) y t ' 
we obtain 
H„(x,Xy)=y "'H„_,,(x,y)(l-y) y^  
'^ to k ! ( n - 2 k ) ! 
Similarly, by considering the identity 
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g2Xxt-(ny+l)t^ ^ g2xt-(y+l)t^ g2( ^-l)xt-(l-n)t^ ^t^ 
we obtain 
H„frx,.y).i^f"'"—(';-^)f«^-')-•"->''>') (2.4.5) 
r! s! ( n - r - 2 s j ! r=0 s=0 
2.5. RECURRENCE RELATIONS : 
Since 
g2xt-(y+l)t2 ^ y Hn(x , y j t (2.5.1) 
n=0 n! 
Differentiating (2.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'x', we get 
00 4-n t" d 2te^xt-(y..)t ^ ^ l ^ J ^ H „ ( x , y ) (2.5.2) 
Now (2.5.2) can be written as 
E^^^^¥^ = Z 4 f H.(x,y) 
n=o n! n=o n! a x 
which with a shift of index on the left, 
yields — Ho(x, y) = 0 and for n > 1 
dx 
'-fJ^^±± H„(x.y) (2.5.3) 
( n - l j ! n! ox 
or -^ H„(x,y)=2nH„_,(x,y) 
a x 
Iteration of (2.5.3) gives 
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'' H„(x,y)-2'"'«"-('''y» 
dx' " ' ' • ^ ' (n-s)! 
Differentiating (2.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we get 
_t2^2xt-(y.0.^^|; 4 / - H „ ( x , y ) (2.5.4) 
n=o n! (5y 
V -H„(x,y)t"^^ » t" a „ . . 
or ^ ^-1—^ = ^ H„(x,y) 
iS n! n=o n! ay 
which with a shift of index on the left, yields 
— Ho(x,y)=0, — H,(x,y) = 0 and for n>2 
5y ay 
--f^^±± H.(x,y) 
(n -2 j ! n! 5y 
or -f^ H„ (x, y) = -n (n -1) H„_, (x, y) (2.5.5) 
ay 
fteration of (2.5.5) gives 
/ V H„(x,y) = ^-ti-H,_,,(x,y) (2.5.6) 
ay (n-2r j ! 
Differentiating (2.5.1) partially w.r.t. 't', we get 
2(x-yt-t)e^'''-(^^')'^=f ""/^'y|^""' (2.5.7) 
n=i ( n - l j ! 
Multiplying (2.5.2), (2.5.4) and (2.5.7) by (x - t), 2y and -t respectively and 
adding we get 
00 t" a " t" a °° t""' 
(^-01 -7—H„(x,y)+2yX -—H„(x,y)-tX -—^H,(x,y) = 0 
n=o n! ax n=o n! ay „=, (n-1)! 
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Z —r^^A^^yhh 7—7T:H„(x,y)+X -^—H„(x,y) 
n=o n! a x n=, (n-1) ! ^^ S n! Sy 
n=o n! 5x 
Equating the coefficient of t", we get 
X d , , n , , 2 y 5 , . 1 d , . 
-H„(x,y) ^H, (x ,y )4-4—H„(x ,y)=^—^—H„_, (x ,y ) n i a x " ' '-^ ^ n! " ' ' n! 5y "''-^^ (n-l)! Sx 
or 
x ^ H „ ( x , y ) - i ^ H „ ( x , y ) + ^ | - H „ ( x , y ) = n^H„_,(x,y) (2.5.8) 
ox n! n! ay 5x 
Combination of (2.5.3), (2.5.5) and (2.5.8) yields. 
2nx H„_, (x, y ) - n H„ (x, y ) - 2n (n - l)y H„_2(x, y) = n —-H„_, (x, y) 
ox 
(2.5.9) 
From (2.5.3) and (2.5.9) we obtain the pure recurrence relation 
2nxH„_,(x,y)-nH„(x,y) = 2n(n-l)(y + l)H„_,(x,y) (2.5.10) 
and the partial differential equation 
^ H„(x ,y) -2x^H„(x ,y) -4y- | -H„(x ,y) + 2nH„(x,y) = 0 (2.5.11) 
dx dx dy 
2.6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN H„ (x, y) AND H„ (x) : 
Since 
n=o n! 
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where H^ (x) is well known Hermite polynomial of one variable. Replacing x 
b y ••' and t by J y + 11 in (2.6.1), we get 
H, 
,2xt-(y+l) _ 
= 1 
n=0 
X (Vy t^)^  
n! 
In view of (2.3.1) we can write (2.6.2) as 
g H„(x,y)_|. 
n=o n ! 
H. 
X 
vVy+^y 
(y + l)2 t" 
n=0 n! 
Equating coefficient oft", we get 
Hn(x,y)=(y + 1)? H„ ' X ^ 
K^fy + ~h 
Now H„( -x ,y ) = (-l)" H„(x,y) 
For y = 0, (2.6.3) reduces to 
H„(x,0) = H„(x) 
and for X = 0, we get 
Hn(0,y) = (y + l)i H,(0) 
But H,„(0) = (-1)" 2 2n n \ 
y^Jn 
H2n.,(0)=0 
So using (2.6.7) in (2.6.6), we obtain 
H,„(0,y) = (y + l)"(-ir 2^ " 
H2„.,(0,y)=0 
2jn 
(2.6.2) 
(2.6.3) 
(2.6.4) 
(2.6.5) 
(2.6.6) 
(2.6.7) 
(2.6.8) 
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for X = y = 0, (2.6.3) becomes 
H„(0,0) = H„(0) (2.6,9) 
which in the light of (2.6.7), gives 
H.n., (0,0) = (-!)" 2 2n 
V^A 
= H,,(0) 
H2„„(0,0) = 0= H2„.,(0) 
Now AH„(x,y)J |^(-^)^«-(^) 
ax r=0 ( n - 2 r ) ! 
(2.6.10) 
(2.6.11) 
(2.6,12) 
where H U X ) = — H „ ( X ) . 
dx 
If we denote f H.(x,y) 
OX 
b y — H„(0,y)then 
x=0 5X 
— H,„(0,y)=0=.H;„(0) 
o x 
(2.6.13) 
^H,„,(0,y) = ( - l )"2-f | l ( l + y)" (2.6;14) 
and A H , „ j 0 , y ) = ( - i r 2^" f | l = H',„,,(o) (2.6.15) 
2.7. THE RODRIGUES FORMULA 
Examination of the defining relation 
,2xt-(y..)t^ ^ y H„ (x ,y ) t " 
iS n! 
(2.7.1) 
in the light of Maclaurin's theorem gives us at once 
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Hn(x,y)= 
dt" 
.2xt-(y+l)t^ 
Jt=0 
The function e ^'^ is independent oft, so we may write 
e^ '^ H„(x,y) = 
f 
d" -
— e ^ 
dt" 
_ 
fe] 1 ^ -(^t)} 
. t=0 
Now put , - -^y + i t = w . Then 
Vy + 1 
e^^' H„(x,y)=(-1)" (y + l)2 d" 
dw" 
/y+i 
(_1)" (y + i)"il .e> 
^ ^ ^ ^ dx" 
X 
v+1 
or H„(x,y)=(-1)" (y + l)" e^ ^^ '^  D" e(>'^ ') , d^ 
dx 
(2.7.2) 
a formula of same nature as Rodrigue's, formula for Hermite polynomial of 
one variable Hn (x). 
2.8. RELATIONSHIP WITH LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL : 
Curzon, in 1913, obtained many relations connecting the Hermite 
polynomials Hn(x) and Legendre polynomials Pn(x) with n usually not 
restricted to be integral. One of the simplest of his relations, one in which n is 
to be an integer, is 
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(2.8.1) 
since by (2.2.1), 
H„(x,y)=X 
r=0 
n!(-yy H„_,,(x) 
r! (n -2r ) ! 
we have 
n i V T i 
e-' t "H 
r y^ 
dt 
H n ! fzyY H„_2. (x t) 
n lV^ -"^  ^ r! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
(-y) 
= Z ^ ^ 7 V ^ r e" t"-^ ^ H„_,, (xt) dt 
h r! ( n -2 r ) !V^ ^ 
I2J /'_ y 
= 1 M ^ P„_2r (x) using (2.8.1) 
r=o r! 
Thus we arrive at 
n ! VTi 
e-'^ H, 
f yA 
x t , ^ dt = P„ (x, y) (2.8.2) 
where Pn(x, y) is the Legendre's polynomial of two variables defined and 
studied by the present author in a separate communication. 
These polynomials Pn(x, y) are defined as 
^n(x,y)=i t z i p . J x ) (2.8.3) 
0 r ! 
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2.9. EXPANSION OF POLYNOMIALS : 
Since 
g2xt ^ g(y+i)t' y H„(x,y)t" 
n=0 n! 
it follows that 
,2xt-(y+l)t ' _ 
= 1 H„(x,y)f 
n=0 n! 
or Z 
n=0 n! 
(2xt)" (^ (y + l ) V " r ^ H„(x,y)t" Z 
vn=o n! ^ n=o n! 
n=0 k=0 
k »n+2k 
-zz 
Hn(x,y)(y + i r t 
n! k! 
Hn-2k(x,y)(y + i f t " 
„=o k=o ( n - 2 k ) ! k ! 
Equating coefficient oft", we get 
x " = Z 
n!H„_,,(x,y)(y + iy 
to 2" ( n - 2 k ) ! k ! (2.9.1) 
Let us employ (2.9.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial in a series of 
Hermite polynomials. Consider the series 
ZPn(x)t"=Z Z 
I] (-i)Mi (2xr-t 
V^ /n -k 
n=0 n=0 k=0 
/ 1 A 
k! (n-2k)! 
=zz 
n=0 k=0 
(-1)' - (2x)"t"^^^ 
V^Vn+k 
k! n! 
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From (2.9.1) we have 
(2x)° _ W H..,.(x,y)(y + 1)-
= 1 
s=0 s! (n-2s)! 
(2.9.2) 
Hence we may write 
M (-i)M-
IPn(x)t"=X S I ^ 
H„_2s(x,y)(y + i)^t"-^ 
/n+k 
n=0 n=0 k=0 s=0 k! s! (n-2s)! 
{\ \ 
CO 00 00 
n=0 k=0 s=0 
(- l )M^ H „ ( x , y ) t — ( y + l)^  
k! s! n! 
00 00 k 
I I I 
n=0 k=0 s=0 
(-ir ^ H„(x,y)t"*^'(y + l)" 
n+k+s 
(k-s)! s! n! 
O . ^ . . ^ k T O 
00 00 k 
= I E E 
n=0 k=0 s=0 
V ^ J 
( - i r k ! ^ + n + k (-If A H,(x,y)t-^My + l) 
s V^/n+k 
s! (k-s)! k! n! 
C30 00 (-1)' 
^ 1 \ 
= 1 1 
n=0 k=0 
H „ ( x , y ) t - ^ \ k!(-l)-
V^/n+k y 
n! k! 
- + n + k 
v2 ) 
(y+iy 
.! (k-s)! 
2^0 
= I Z 
n=0 k=0 
( 1 
- k, - + n + k;- ; y+1 
^ ri ^ 
V ^ V n + k 
(-1)' ^ H„(x,y)t-2k 
n! k! 
F 
= 1 I 
n=0 k=0 
1 
•k , - -+n-k ; - ;y+l 
k ^ 
v 2 y n _ k 
( -0 T H,_,,(x,y)t" 
k! (n-2k)! 
Equating the coefficient oft", we get 
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Pn(x)=Z 
1 
k, - + n - k ; - ; y+1 
k * 
V ^ V n - k 
(-1)' ^ H„_,,(x,y) 
(2.9.3) 
k=o k ! ( n - 2 k ) ! 
We now employ (2.9.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial of two variables in 
a series of Hermite polynomials of two variables. Consider the series 
t Pn(x,y)t" = Z t ^ Pn-2.(x)t" by (2.8.3) 
n=0 n=0 r=0 T • 
CO CO ( . , y 
n=0 r=0 r • 
2r 
n \ 
I i tiii 
n=0 r=0 r I s=0 
M] (-1)' ' ,n-2s .n+2r (2x)"-'^ t 
v^yn 
s! (n -2s ) ! 
r^\ 
CO CO 00 
I I I 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
i-yn-iy i (2xrt" n+2r+2s 
v^y 
r! s! n! 
00 OD CO 
= 1 1 1 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
( -y) ' ( - i ) - n \ 
K^J 
n+2r+2s 
t 
r! s! 
n 
k~0 
Hn-2k(x,y)(y+iy 
k! ( n - 2 k ) ! 
CO 00 00 CO 
= 1 1 1 1 
n=0 r=0 s=0 k=0 
(-y)'(-i)'f^ t n+2r+2s+2k (y + lf H„(x,y) 
/n+2k+s 
r! s! n! k! 
CO CO 00 
= 1 1 1 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
(-yy(-i)^ 
v2j„. H„(x,y)t-^-^^(y + l f 
r! s! n! 
\ 
+ n + s 
Jk 
(-4(-i)'(y+i) 
k=0 k! 
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CO X OO 
I I I 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
(-yy{-i)- H„(x.y)t" +2r+2s 
r! s! n! 
•X 2^0 
•s, —+ n + s : 
2 (y + 1) 
= 1 1 1 
Hn-2s(x,y)t"'' 2 F o | - s , ^ + n - s ; - ; - ( y + l) 
n=0 r=0 s=0 r! s! ( n - 2 s ) ! 
';][H(-y)'(-i) 
I I I 
r^\ 
2y'n-2r-
H n - 2 r - 2 s ( x , y ) t " 
n=0 r=0 s=0 r! s! ( n - 2 r - 2 s ) ! 
X 2F0 
/ 1 ^ 
- s , - + n - 2 r - s ; - ; - ( y + l) 
The final result is 
P,(x,y)=I I [5][H(-y)'(-')' 
r^\ 
V ^ y n - 2 r - s 
H n - 2 r - 2 s ( > ^ ' y ) 
r=0 s=0 r! s! ( n - 2 r - 2 s ) ! 
X j T o - s , - + n - 2 r - s ; - ; - ( y + l) (2.9.4) 
For y = 0 (2.9.4) reduces to the known resuh 
[I 
Pn(x,y)=2: 
/ 
2^0 - s , - + n - s ; - ; - l 
2 
s=0 
n \ {-\y - H,_2s(x,y) 
(n-2s)! 
V^^n (2.9.5) 
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CHAPTER - III 
THE q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
CHAPTER - III 
THE q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
3.1 . I N T R O D U C T I O N : 
Heine [127] give the following representation for the Legendre 
polynomials {Pn(x)}"^o 
Pn(cose) = ^ • ^ - . ' " . I f,,„sin(n + 2k + l)e 
71 3.5 (2n + lj i^ 
where fo, n = 1 and 
1.3 (2k- l ) (n + l) (n + k) f = 
2.4 2k 
n + 
V 2y 
5 
n + -
V 2y 
n + k + 1 
Szego [127] generalized this result to the ultraspherical polynomial set 
{Cn(x)}r=o and obtained 
(sin e)'^"' C;; (cos e) = f; il^ sin (n + 2k +1)9 (3.1.1) 
k=0 
where 
f^ ^2^"'^^-r(n + 2X)(l-X),(n + a ;, > Q 
' k , n 
r ( ^ ) r ( n + A. + l)K! (n + ?. + lX 
Equation (5.1.1) is the Fourier sine series expansion of 
(sinG) '~ C^(cos6). Because for each non-negative integer n, 4'"„ is 
eventually monotonic in K and lim f,;'^  = 0 , it follows from classical Fourier 
k->a) 
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analysis. That (5.1.1) converges pointwise in (0, n) and uniformly on [e, 7i-e] 
for 0 < e < —. 
2 
It is well known [113] that {c^(cos6)|^^o is orthogonal on [0, 7i] with 
weight function (sin 0)^^ ~ '. In [6] Allaway identified a large class of 
orthogonal polynomial sets that satisfy an equation of the form (3.1.1). 
One of these polynomial sets turned out to be JRn (x; q)}^ =o deigned by 
three term recursion relation 
Ro(x;q) = l 
R, (x ;q)=2x 
R„„ (x ;q ) = 2 x R „ ( x ; q ) - ( l - q " ) R „ _ , ( x ; q ) , ( n > l ) _ 
(3.1.2) 
where | q | < 1. From this three term recursion formula it is easy to show that 
R, 
^(l-q)V 
\ ^ J 
lim 
1 ^ 
x;q 
J 
= H„(x), 
ai-q)V2 
where {Hn(x)}^ ^Q is the Hermite polynomial set [113]. It is for this reason that 
{Rn(x;q)}^^Q is called the q-Hermite polynomial set. This polynomial set was 
first introduced by Rogers [109] in 1894. 
In paper [10] Allaway studied some of the properties of {R„(x;q)}. He 
showed that {R^(x;q)}^^Q is characterized by a Fourier sine series similar to 
(5.1.1) in which the coefficients satisfy a very simple recursion formula. From 
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this fact has was able to deduce that {Rn(cosG;q)}"^Q is orthogonal on [0, n] 
with respect to the weight function 9, 
f 1 
z ; q 2 
V J 
, where 9, (z;q) is one of the 
Theta Functions [113], defined by 
9, ( z , q ) = 2 | ; (- l)"q^" '^ sin(2n + l)2 (3.1.3) 
n=0 
It is interesting to note that 
R „ ( x ; q ) ^ V " H , 
- ; q 
Vv J 
U"H 
- ; q 
VU J 
(3.1.4) 
where u = x - V x ^ - 1 , v = x + Vx^- l and H„(x ;q) is the polynomial 
set first introduced by Szego [128]. H^ (x; q) is defined by 
Hn(x;q)=Z 
k=0 
(3.1.5) 
Carlitz [40] has made a detailed study of {H„(X ;q)}^^o. Also, Al-Salam 
and Chihara [8] have studied generalization of {R^ (x; q)}n^ o 
3.2. ORTHOGONALITY OF {^n (^ ^ ^)}Z 
For q, a real number such that | q | < I, 
n(n+l) 2 
n=l 
< 00 . 
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Thus by Riesz-Fischer theorem there exists w (cos 6; q)e L^  [O, n] such 
that for all non-negative integer n, 
j w(cose;q) sin((n + l)e ) de = 
k(k+l) 
0 
n = 2k 
n = 2k +1 
(3.2.1) 
In (3.2.1), AUaway [10] substituted x = cos 9 to obtain 
j w ( x ; q ) u j x ) : ( - l ) q 
k(k+l) 
n = 2k 
n = 2k + l 
(3.2.2) 
where {U„(X)}^^Q is the Chebychev polynomial of second kind (see [113]), 
defined by 
/ „x sin(n + l)e / ^-N 
Un (cose}= ^ / (n>0) . 
sin 9 
He extended this definition of {U„(x)}^^o to all integers n by defining 
U.,(x)=0 I 
U„(x) = -U_„_,(x)j (3.2.3) 
It is easy to show that these extended Chebychev polynomials of the 
second kind satisfy a three term recursion relation of the form 
U o ( x ) = l , 
U, (x) = 2x , 
U„(x) = 2xU„_,(x)-U„_,(x) 
(3.2.4) 
Both {Rn(x;q)} and {Un(x;q)}r=-oo ^^e examples of symmetric orthogonal 
polynomial sets and thus for all n > 0 and 0 < n + 2k, we have 
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Rp (x;q) u„^ 2k+i ( x ) = Z Sn+k,, ^2u\ (x) n+k I
1=0 
By using this equation and equation (3.2.2) we obtain for n > 0 and 
n + 21c > 0 
I w(x;q)R„ (x;q)U„^2,„ (x)dx = 0 (3.2.5) 
Let us define for n > - land all integers k 
fk,n = 
j w(x;q)R„ (x;q)U„+2|^(x)dx, if n + 2k>0 and n^-\ 
-1 
0 ifn + 2k<0 or n = - l 
(3.2.6) 
It follows directly from this definition and three term recursion formulas 
for {Rn (x; q)}^^^ and {U„ (x; q)}"_„ that, for all integer values k, 
fk.n.l = fk.,,n + fk.n " ( ^ " q" ) fk.,,n-. (3 -2 .7 ) 
for n > 0. 
Allaway proved by mathematical induction on n that for all non-
negative integers k 
k(k+l) 
[qJk 
For n = 0, he obtained from definition (3.2.6) and equation (5.2.2) 
(3.2.8) 
k(k+l) 
f,,o= j w ( x ) U , , ( x ) d x = ( - l f q 2 
and for n = 1, he obtained in the same manner 
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I 
fk.i = j w(x;q)R,(x;q)U,^2k Wdx. 
= jw(x)(U,,,,(x)+U2k(x))dx 
-1 
(k+l)(k+2) k (k+ l ) \ 
( - i r q ' +(-lfq ^ 
KM) , 
= {-\f q ^ (l-q-)-
Thus equation (3.2.8) is true for all non-negative integers k, and n = 0 or 
1. Now let us make the induction hypothesis that equation (3.2.8) is true for all 
non-negative integers k, and n = 0, 1, 2, , m. By equation (3.2.7) and the 
induction hypothesis we obtain for all non-negative integers k. 
{k+l)(k+2) 
(-1)"' q ^ [qLk. , (-1)^ q 
k(k+l) 
k,m+l [qLi +-
hi m+k 
[q l 
(k+l)(k+2) 
( l - q " ) ( - i r q ^ [q], Im+k 
hi k+1 
k(k+l) 
(-If q ' hi m+l+k 
hi 
It is an easy exercise to show that equation (3.2.8) is equivalent to 
V / \ ( \ ( \ fO, 0 < m < n 
J Rn(x;q)Um(x)w(x;q)dx= <^ . , 
From equation (3.2.5) we know that for n > 0 and n + 2k > 0 
(3.2.9) 
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I Rn (x;q)U„^2w (x)w(x;q)dx = 0 , 
-1 
and from equations (3.2.8) and (3.2.6) we have that for n > 0, 
j Rn (x;q)U„ (x)w(x;q)dx =[q]„. 
-1 
By the definition of fkn as given by equation (3.2.6) 
f^ .o = 0 (3.2.10) 
for k, a negative integer. Also for the case n = 1, we have from the definition of 
fknthat f_, , = 0 , and from equations (3.2.7) and (3.2.10) that 
for k, a negative integer. Now let us make the induction hypothesis that for all 
negative integer k, 
for n = 0, 1, 2, , m. By equation (3.2.7), we have 
f.,.., = f..,,. + 4 , . - (i-q'^)f..,,.-> (3.2.11) 
Thus from the induction hypothesis 
f,,,,, = 0 for k = - 2 , - 3 , 
For k = - 1 , we obtain from equations (3.2.11) and (3.2.8), and the induction 
hypothesis 
*-l,m+l ~ ^0,m ~ V ~ q / ^0,m-l 
= [qL-(i-qi[qL 
= 0 . 
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Therefore for all negative integers k and non-negative integers n, f^.^ = 0 . 
Therefore {Rn(x;q)}"^Q is orthogonal on [ - 1 , 1] with respect to the 
weight function 
w(x ;q ) = - V r ^ | : ( - I f q " ^ U,, (x) (3.2.12) 
7T k=o 
3.3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF {Rn (x ; q)}r=o " 
Let the polynomial set (EJ!;(X) J^ ^^Q be defined by 
where |CJ^(X)|^^Q is the ultraspherical polynomial set. It follows directly from 
equation (3.1.1) that 
^ ^ "^  ^ r(x)r(n+x+i) ^ 
(3.3.1) 
where 
.X k->^ ^x 
k 
Equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) suggest studying the polynomial set 
{A^ (X) }"^ P such that these exists a function w (x) and a sequence of real 
number {a^ }^ Q^ having the property that the Fourier Chebychev expansion of 
w (x) An (x) is 
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W ( X ) A „ ( X ) ~ - X Kn U„^ 2k W 
7^  k=0 
(3.3.3) 
where 
and 
ho,n ^ 0 
"k ,n ~ ^ k ^k- l ,n+l (k>l , n>0) (3.3.4) 
In [6] AUaway found the three recursion relation for all these 
polynomial sets and studied some of their properties. 
It is easy to show (see [6]) that all polynomials sets {A^ (X) }"^ Q that 
satisfy equation (5.3.3) are symmetric and orthogonal on [-1, 1] with respect to 
the weight fiinctions w (x). 
It is well known (see [6]) that such symmetric orthogonal polynomial 
sets satisfy a three term recursion formula of the form 
Ao(x)=l, 
A, (x)=2b, (x). [ (3.3.5) 
A„(x) = 2b„ x A„_, (x)-X„ A„_2 (x), (n>2) 
where {b^ j^ Q^ and {X„]'^^Q are real non-zero sequences. 
We note from equation (3.1.2) that in order for equation (3.3.5) to the 
three term recursion relation for {R ,^ (x;q)}^^Q, we require b, = bj and 
2b] b2 >X2-
Allaway [10] proved the following theorem: 
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Theorem (3.3.1):Let {A„(X)}^^O be any polynomial set satisfying 
equations (3.3.3), (3.3.4) and (3.3.5). Also let {R„ (x;q)}^^o be defined by 
(3.1.2). 
R . ( x ; q ) = ^ 
if and only if b, = bj and 2 b, bj >>02 >0. 
3.4. THE WEIGHT FUNCTION w (x; q): 
From equation (3.2.11) we see that the Fourier sine series expansion of 
w (cos 0 ; q) is given by 
k(k+l) 
w(cose;q) = - 2] (-l)^q ^ sin(2k + l)0 
71 k=0 
f 1 A ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ 
7^  k=0 
q-
V J 
sin(2k + l)e. 
By comparing this with the theta function 9, (z, q) as described in [113] by 
0,(z,q)=2 X (-l)"q^"^J sin(2n + l)z. (3.4.1) 
n=0 
AUaway [10] obtained 
w (cos z; q) :=-i— 9 
71 
( 1 ^ 
z,q-
V J 
(3.4.2) 
9, (z, q) has an infinite product representation (see [113]), 
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e, (z,q) = 2q^ s inz f l ( l-q '") ( l -2q '" cos2z + q'"). 
n=l 
Therefore 
w (cosz;q) = - sinz n (l-q") (l-2q" cos 2 z + q^") (3.4.3) 
TT n = l 
Equation (3.4.3) agrees with results obtained by Al-Salam and Chihara [8, P. 
28]. 
3.5. MEHLER'S FORMULA FOR q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS: 
Bressoud [33] denoted the q-Hermite polynomials by the symbol 
H„ (x |q), I q I < 1. He pointed out that H„ (x |q) can be defined by their 
generating function: 
f r 1 ^f Hn(x|q)r" 
i i (l-2xrq"+r^q^") ^ (q)„ 
Or by their recurrence relation: 
2xH„(x|q)=H„„(x|q)+(l-q")H„_,(x|q)" 
H,(x|q)=0 
Ho(x|q)=l 
Or by their Fourier expansion: 
H„(cose|q)=X 
k=0 
COS (n-2k)e 
(3.5.1) 
(3.5.2) 
k=0 
n 
k 
i(n-2k)e (3.5.3) 
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These polynomials have been studied by Rogers [108], [109], [110], 
[111], Sezgo [128], Carlitz [40], [41] and Askey and Ismail [9]. The Rogers-
Ramanujan identities first arose in the study of these polynomials (see Rogers 
[109], Bressoud[35]). 
The q-Hermite polynomials are also of formal interest, for they have 
been found to satisfy analogs of many of the formulae known for the Hermite 
polynomials. Among these is a q-analogue of Mehler's formula: 
( r ^ l ^ y H„(cos9|q)H„(cos.l) |q)r" 
|(re'(«^*)i(re>(«-*))f"^o (q)„ 
For simplicity of notation, (re'®)^ will be used to denote (re'^j^ (re~'^)^ 
whether or not r and 0 are both real. 
This formula was known to Rogers, and is a corollary of a more general 
result, first proved in [110] and then again in [108]: 
f!*'- , , = y H „ (co s 9 [q ) f : ,^'f'' (3.5.5) 
Equation (3.5.4) follows if X = re"'*, |a = re'*, and equation (3.5.3) is used to 
sum the inner sum of the right hand side. 
Neither of Roger's proofs of (3.5.5) is particularly simple. Bressoud [33] 
gave a proof of (3.5.5) which relies only on the recurrence relation (3.5.2). His 
proof is given below: 
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Proof of (3.5.5): Let 
f(^,^;x) = X H„(x|q)X 
n i r i .n- ' ' X>" 
n=0 r=0 ( q ) r ( q ) n - r 
Z 7 T T T ^r.s(x|q)' 
r.s>o [qh [qh 
We use (3.5.2) to obtain the following; 
•J, r s 
2 x f ( ^ , ^ ; x ) = X / w X 2xH^,3(x|q). 
r.s>o [ql (q)s 
J^  sso (q), (v, ...JO (q), (q), 
ra l 
-^Z?4T(l-1*)H„.-,(x|q). 
r,s>0 (qA (qjs 
^ ,7^0 (q)r (q)s ^ r.lto (q)r (q)s 
r.s>o (q), (q)s r.s>o (q), (q)s 
= - f (X, |a; x ) - - f (?.q, ^; x)+X f (X, n; x)+ |x f (Xq, yi; x) (3.5.6) 
K A, 
If (3.5.6) is solved for f (A,, |a;x), we get 
f{l,y.;x) = \-l^ 
\-2xX + X^ 
f {Xq, \i; x) (3.5.7) 
or equivalently, 
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f(X,)i;cose)= ^^  ^^{ f(Xq,^;cose) 
| l -^e '^ | 
Since f is symmetric in A, and [i, we also have; 
f(X,^;cos9)= ^^'-^^^ f(X,^q;cose) 
|l-|ae'®| 
If equations (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) are now combined, we get 
|(l-Ae' ')(l-Me'^)| 
^4^-—-3- f(lq^nq^cose) 
(Xc^'l (ne-} 
(3.5.8) 
(3.5.9) 
i^A 
(^e'^ I (^e-^l f(A.q \ | iq ' ' ;cos e) 
i^A 
(^ e'^ 'l (^e-1 f (0,0; cos 9) (3.5.10) 
But f (0,0;cos6)=l, and so equation (3.5.5) is proved. 
As Rogers observed, equation (3.5.5) has many interesting corollaries, 
one of which is a formula for the product of two q-Hermite polynomials. In the 
following equation, we use the generating function for the q-Hermite 
polynomials equation (3.5.5), and an elementary result of Euler. 
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- r H „ ( c o s e | q ) - i ^ ' H , ( c o s e | q ) ^ 1 
- 0 (q)n .^0 (q)™ ^ | ( ; . e ' « U ^ e ' « ) j ' 
^TT^T S M M H,.s(cose|q) 
l^^^L r.s>0 (q)r(q)s 
= I r W w \ H,,3(cose|q). (3.5.11) 
r.s,.>0 (q)r (q)s (qjt 
When the coefficients of X", [i"" are compared, we see that 
min(m, n) (n^ (n^ 
H„(cose|q)H„(cose|q)= £ r / M M ", ,„_, , (cos 9 |q) 
t=o (q), (q)m-. (q)n-t 
(3.5.12) 
3.6 FURTHER PROPERTIES OF q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS: 
Al-Salam and Ismail [15], in 1988, used continuous q-Hermite 
polynomials to give a new proof of a q-beta integral which is an extension of 
the Askey-Wilson integral. Multilinear generating functions, some due to 
Carlitz were also established by them. 
The continuous q-Hermite polynomials {H„ (X [ q)| are given by 
H , ( c o s e | q ) = i ( q L _ e'("-^ )^« (3.6.1) 
k=o Iqjkiqjn-k 
(see [8]). Their orthogonality [8, 6] is 
jw(e)Hjcose|q)H„(cos0|q)=(q;q)„ 6„„ (3.6.2) 
0 
where 
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w(e) = M^(e -«Ue- '« )„ (3.6.3) 
L 7t 
Rogers also introduced the continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials 
{c„(x;P|q)} generated by 
ic„(cose;p|,)r.(p;;:>-j;:;::l (3.M, 
n=o \ t e ]^ \^te j ^ 
whose weight function was found recently [12, 14]. It is easy to see that 
C„(x;0|q)=H„(x|q)/(qJ (3.6.5) 
Rogers solved the connection coefficient problem of expressing 
in terms of C^ (x; y | q) as a consequence of which we get 
k=o (q)k (q)n-2k 
Rogers evaluated explicitly the coefficients in the linearization of 
products of two q-Hermite polynomials. He proved 
H j x | q ) H „ ( x | q ) = " t " ^ r T T V % ^ H,.n-2k(x|q) (3.6.7) 
Which can be iterated to obtain the sum 
H,(x |q)Hjx |q)H„(x |q) 
- V (q)k (q)m (q)n (q)m+n-2r TT L\c^(Xf. SC\ 
~ h (ql-, (q).-, (q), (qLs (ql™-.-. (q). " '™—'^' ' '" ' <'•'•'' 
We shall also need the formula 
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H^Ml)c (x-3|q)-y JlP)V!^!!(PL^H (xlq) 
(3.6.9) 
which follows from (5.6.6) and (5.6.7). 
We shall also use the polynomials 
k=o (q)k(q)n-k 
so that 
H„(cosex|q)=e'"%„(e-'"|q) (3.6.10) 
It was shown in [1], [83] that {h,, (a | q)} are moments of a discrete distribution 
d vi;^  (x) , viz., 
h„(a|q)= j x " dv|/,(x),n = 0,l,2, (3.6.11) 
- 0 0 
where d \\f^ (x) is a step function with jumps at the points x = q'' and x = aq"^  
for k = 0, 1, 2, given by 
dv|/,(q^)= q^  (a)co(qX(q|a)k 
k 
dM^a(aq^)-. , . ^. . . (3.6.12) 
where a < 0, 0 < q < 1. 
Askey and Wilson [14] proved 
( q l "f (e^"Ue-^'»). d9 ( a , a , a3a .L , , , , , , 
^ / n(a,e'i{a,e-i="n>:o: <'•'•"' 
l<j<4 l<r<s<4 
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where | ar | < 1, for r = 1, 2, 3, 4. They used this integral to prove the 
orthogonaUty of what is now known as the Askey -Wilson polynomials. 
Ismail and Stanton [85] observed that the left hand side of (3.6.13) is a 
generating function of the integral of the product of four q-Hermite 
polynomials times the weight function w (9). They used this observation, 
combined with (3.6.8) and (3.6.3), to give a new proof of (3.6.13). Other 
analytic proofs of (3.6.13) can be found in [13] and [115]. 
Furthermore a combinational derivation of (3.6.13) is given in [84]. 
Nasrallah and Rahman [107], proved the following generalization of 
(3.6.13). 
Theorem (3.6.1): (Nasrallah and Rahman). If | aj | < 1, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 
and I q I <1 then 
> / .^(Aase'M (Aa.e-'M 
0 
l<j<5 
(^ 1 a3 a, a,)^ (a, a^  a^ a4)^(Aa3 a,)^ (Aa^ a3)^ (Aa, a j ^ (a^ a j ^ 
(Aa, 333435)^ n (a. a j ^ 
l<i<j<5 
'7 (Aa, a^ 34 a5 q"' ; Aaj /a^, A,a, 33,3, a4,a3 84 / a j a^) (3.6.14) 
where 
.w. 
.W7 (a ;b ,c ,d ,e , f | z )= ^^^ a, qVa, - qVa, b, c, d, e, f 
Va, - Va , qa / b, qa / c, qa / d, qa / e, qa / f 
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Rahman [116] observed that the g^-j in (3.6.14) can be summed when A = ai a2 
a3 a4. In this case, we have 
I w(e)- • ^ l ( a 
n(a.e-L(a,e-i 
n (a, a2a3a4a5e"'j^ (a, a, a3 a^  a^  e"^j^ dG = ^ ^ 
a, 0.2 a.^ a^ a^ 
1<J£4 
n ("> hi 
l<k<j<5 
(3.6.15) 
Askey [31] gave an elementary proof of (3.6.15) by showing the two 
sides of (3.6.15) satisfy the same functional equation. 
3.7. GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
To illustrate their technique Al-Salam and Ismail [15] derived Carlitz 
[42] extension of Mehler formula: 
S = | ; h„ (a |q )h„ , , (b |q ) 
n=0 (q)„ 
(abz i^ f (qX M (abz), 
(z)^ (bz)^ (az)^ (abz)^ ^ (q)^  (q),_^ (abz^), 
.k-r 
They began by the generating function 
Ih.(a |q) 
n=0 (q)n (z)oo (az). 
(3.7.1) 
(3.7.2) 
Multiplying by z , then replacing z by xz and using (3.6.11), we get 
Z hn(a|q)h„,k(b|q) 
n=0 (q)„ (bl(z).(az). * , 2Y1 
z, az 
q|b 
.k+l 
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+ (11 b) . (bz)„ (abz)„ 4) , 2^-1
bz, abz , , ,, 
q 
bq 
Now using a transformation formula of Sears [126] (see also [72]): 
^, 2 1 
a, b ( b l ( q / c L ( c / a ) , (az/q), (qVaz), 
(c / q)» (bq /c)^ (q / a)„ (az/c)„ (qc /az)„ 2Y1 
qa / c, qb / c 
q V c 
(abz/c),(q/cX 
(q/a)„(az/c)^ 2^\ 
c / a, cq / abz 
cq/az 
Ibq/c (3.7.3) 
we get that the left hand side of (3.7.1) is 
S = 
( z ) J a z ) ^ ( b z q ^ i ( q / z X 2<t)l 
q /bz , q / abz 
. l - k 
abz 
q'-^ / bz 
By Heine's transformation formula 
<t), 2 ^ 1 a,p (Pi (az). 
(Y)OO (Z)OC 
2^^! 
y / p , z 
a z 
(3.7.4) 
we get that 
__^bzVU4b^ 
s = (z)» (az)„ (bz)^ (abz). 4) , 2Y1 
- k q , abz I q 
q'-'/z t 
Now by a transformation formula [72 ex. 1.14 (ii)] 
V",b ,, 
<t), 2^1 b " ( c / b ) „ ^ ( q ' " ) , H ( q / z ) , ( - i y q - ' < ' - ' » " , . 
we get the right hand side of (3.7.1). 
We next consider the sum 
G = G(a,b,x,y,z)= J ] x" y" z^  
"k (q)n, (q)n (q)k 
hm.-k(a|q)h,^k(b|q) 
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,m . , n ^k 
S ( ^ (\ ) \ ^-^ (H q) 1 ^"'' d H;, (U) 
i,n,k (q)n, (qjn iqjk 
I ^ y" (zu)" / X (xu)«, k,n (q)n (q)k 
00 1 00 r 
zu dH'a(a) 
(3.7.5) 
using the q-Mehler's formula (formula (3.7.1) with k = 0) 
1 "'r (byzu)^ G(a,b,x,y,z): 
From (3.6.11), we get 
G(a,b,x,y,z) = 
I ( y l (byl - i (xul (zu)^ (bzu). dVKa(u) 
(byz). 
(y l (byl (a l (x). (z)^ (bzX 3<t>2 
X, z, bz 
q/a bzy 
+ 
(abzy). 
(yL(byl( l /aL(axL(az)JabzX 3<t)2 
ax,az, abz 
aq , abzy 
(3.7.6) 
But Carlitz [42] showed that 
G (a, b, X, y, z) = (axz)^ (byz). 
( x l (ax), (y). (byl (z). (az). (bz). 3<1>2 
x,y,z 
axz, byz 
abz 
(3.7.7) 
Although (3.7.6) and (3.7.7) are the same, we shall nevertheless need to 
use (3.7.6) for the representation of G (a, b, x, y, z). Equating G in (3.7.6) and 
(3.7.7), we get the transformation formula 
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^7 
x,y,z 
axz, byz 
abz (a)oo (axz)^ 3S'2 
+ 
(abzy), (x), (z), (bz), 
(bzyL(l/a)„(abz)JaxzX A2 
x, y,z 
q/a,bzy 
ax, az, abz 
aq,abzy (3.7.8) 
An interesting special case of (3.7.8) is 
x = q"" for n = 0,1,2, , we get 
3<l>2 
q , y ,z 
azq"", byz 
abz (q/a)n (q/az)„z" 3<t>2 
q'",b, bz 
q/a, bzy 
(3.7.9) 
which is due to Sears [125]. Formula (3.7.9) in turn implies Jackson's theorem 
for the summation of a terminating balanced (Saalschutzian) 3<j)2 with argument 
q, viz., 
<t>2 3 T 2 
q"",a,b 
_c,abq'-"/c 
(c/a)„ (c/b)„ 
(c)n (c/ab)„ (3.7.10) 
' ^N^» ^ . ) -
"-y (.•,.; 'f» OnNc^*!, 
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CHAPTER-IV 
ON q-ANALOGIES OF GENERALKID HERMITE'S 
POLYNOMIALS 
In this chapter, we discuss the properties of q-polynomials which are 
hold in any way, especially difference differential equation and similar 
relations. Also, the distribution of zeros is studied. At least, we illustrate all by 
a few examples and made some conjectures. 
4.1. INTRODUCTION: 
In the theory of q-analogies and q-extensions of classical formulas and 
functions, for 0 < q < 1, we investigate some new classes of polynomials. 
These polynomials are bibasic, i.e. in their definition participate both, ordinary 
and q-numbers. 
We discuss the properties of q-polynomials which are hold on in any 
way with respect to standard ones, especially difference-differential relations. 
This research deal with the problem which makes connection between 
combinatorial algebra and polynomial theory. 
Let 
Ini-'-p^. [n],=[n], 
1-q 
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W J =[nL [n-lL [l]a> [OL! = 1 . 
and 
[nL 
W . ! [ n - k L ! 
The q-exponential function e^  (x) is defined by 
00 ^ n 
e„ (x )= | ] o - j ' e,(x) = e(x) 
n=0 
(4.1.1) 
Lemma 4.1.1: The q-exponential function ea (x) has the properties: 
(a) 1 -„(-x) 
ea(x) 
(b) e„(q"x)=(l + (q" - l )x ) e„(x). 
we define q-derivative with index a by 
x(q - I j 
Lemma 4.1.2: For q-derivative of the pair of functions is valid: 
(1) D {X a(x)+ n b(x))=X D a(x)+ ^ D b(x). 
(2) D(a(x).b(x)) = a(qx)Db(x) + Da(x) b(x). 
^a(x)^_Da(x)b(x)-a(x)Db(x) (3) D Vb(x)y b(x)b(qx) 
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4.2. ON q-ANALOGIES OF GENERALIZED HERMITE'S 
POLYNOMIALS : 
The generalized Hermite's polynomials are defined by the generating 
function (See G. Djordjevic, G. V. Milovanovic [57]). 
t 
Z h n , n , ( x ) - ; = e 
n=n n! n=0 
= G (x, t, m) . 
This function has the property 
G; (X, t, m) = (x - f"-') G (x, t, m) . (4.2.1) 
In our purpose to determine G (x, t, m, q) like we mentioned defining 
our main problem, the troubles come from the fact that we do not have q-
derivative rule for composition of Functions. 
We start with a function which satisfies 
f ( 0 = Z a k t ' ' : Df(t) = Ct"'-'f(t), f(0) = 1, C = constant. 
k=0 
From the condition f (0) = 1, we get ao = 1. Then, 
| ; a J k ] t ^ - ' = C t " ^ - ' | ; a , t \ 
k=l k=0 
where from ak = 0, k = 1, 2, , m - 1 
and [k + l]a, =Cak„(„_,). 
Using [km]= [m] [k]^ , we have 
C 
ak. = j j^ j a(k-o. 
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^ a,„ = 
M [kL 
I.e. 
f(t) = Z ^cr^' 
k=0 [k]„ ! I [m] 
r(2^m\ 
= e„ [m] V l"M / 
We can get a class of generalizations choosing different values of C. We will 
use C = q. 
Let the polynomials {h„ ^ (x;q)}"_(, (nieN,qe(0,l)) be defined by 
the next generating function 
00 i n 
n=o [ny. 
(xt) 
^qt"^^ 
VL"'J J 
= G (x, t, m, q) . 
using Lemma 4.1.2 about quotient, we have 
(4.2.2) 
^ q t - ^ 
DG(x,t,m,q): 
^ t " ' ^ 
xe(xt)e^ ^ -e(xt)qt'"-'e„ 
v[m] J '"I, [m] 
At last, by Lemma 4.1.1, we note that this function has the property 
^m-l X — at 
DG(x,t,m,q) = - .^ , G(x,t,m,q) 
l + q(q- l ) t 
(4.2.3) 
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In the next theorem, we will use n 
m 
to denote the nearest integer 
smaller or equal to 
m 
Theorem 4.2.1: Every polynomial hnm (^ ; q) can be expressed by the next 
sum relation 
h n , . ( x ; q ) = [ n ] ! l ( - l ) ^ p ^ 
s=0 [mf [ s L ! [ n - m s ] ! 
Proof: Expanding the generating function in series, we have 
(xt) 
' • q t - ^ 
[m] 
= e(xt) ^ - q t " ^ [m] 
V i- J y 
V •• J y 
/• _ . m A 
Z^I 
- q t 
[m] V L'"J ) 
i=0 [i]! U [JLJ 
m - l 00 n I 
k=0 
(xt) mj+k 
( „.m\ 
= 1 1 1 
- q t 
[m] 
n - j 
V L'"J J 
n=o j=o [mj + k]! [n-j]_„! 
Comparing with (4.2.2), we find 
r_^^^-> 
n x'"^ '^ '^  I fm] 
hn,n.k,m(x;q) = [mn + k]! X r . , i, r 1 i 
j=o [mj + kj ! [ n - j j _ „ ! 
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Putting N = mn + k and s = n - j , 
we get the required relation. 
Theorem 4.2.2: For the polynomial sequence {h„^(x;q)|^^Q is valid the 
next q-differential relation 
Dh„_^(x;q)=[n]h„_,_„(x;q). 
Proof : Using q-deriving of the both sides of (4.2.2) by x and using the 
property of the function e(z): De (az) = ae (az), where a is a constant. 
Theorem 4.2.3: The polynomial sequence |h^ ^ (x; q)}^ Q^ satisfies the next 
m-th order recurrence relation 
[n]' 
hn.i,m(x;q)=xh (x;q)-q"-'"+'-i^ ^ h„_^^,„(x;q), 
[n - m + IJ! 
hk,m('^;q) = x ' ' ' k = 0,l, , m - l . 
Proof: Using q-deriving of both side of (4.2.2) by t and formula (4.2.3), we 
get 
kH-l , , „ t m - l 
Z hn,n,(x;q)7 r r - , ^ r^\um G(x, t ,m,q) , 
where from 
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l + q(q-l)t"^ X h , , , J x ) ^ = x-qr- ' Z h„ ,Jx ;qW. 
n=o [nj! n=o [nj! 
After equalizing the coefficients by t" in all series, the recurrence relation 
follows. 
Theorem 4.2.4: The polynomial y = h^m (x; q) satisfies the m-th order q-
differential equation 
q""'^*'D"'y-xDy + [n]y = 0. 
Proof: By successive applying of theorem 4.2.2. we get 
D-^h^ J x ; q ) = [n][n-l] [n-m+l] h,_^ „ (x;q) . 
Substituting n + 1 with n in recurrence relation in theorem 4.2.3 and applying 
the previous expression, we obtain differential equation for hp^(x ; q). 
Theorem 4.2.5: For polynomial hn^(x ; q) holds 
mj 
x"=[nj! X 
to [mf [kL![n-mk]! n-mk,m (x;q). 
Proof: Using generating function of polynomials hn,m (x ; q) and definition 
expression for functions e(xt) and e,. 
^ q t ™ ^ 
we have 
r 1 Z hn, . (x;q)pr = e(xt). 
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I.e. 
CO _ i l 
z —-— 
n=o [m]"[nL! 
t' 
(xt)" I h„„(x;q)r-r =E VT 
n=o P j . ' j „=o In J 
Multiplying sums on the left hand side of the identity we obtain 
« ^n 
^ [n]! toU [ m r [ k L ! [ j ] ! 
h,J>c;q)t-^^^ 
n=0 
00 I m 
y y y 
n=o k=o [ m n k L ! [ n - m k ] ! hn-mk,m(x;q) t" 
where from the statement of theorem follows. 
T h e o r e m 4.2.6; For polynomial hn,m(x ; q) and a real value u, holds 
u " h . ' X ^ 
u ; q ; 
= [n]'. I 
to [ m f [ k L ! [ n - m k ] ! Ak hn_mk,m\'^'*^i' 
where 
j=0 
. m j 
Proof: Using generating fijnction of polynomials 
G X 
- , t u , m , q 
e„ 
X m 
J 
m 
V 
qf'u" 
[m] J 
G(x, t ,m,q) . 
A _ . m ^ qt f -q t "u"^ 
[m]j ' \ [m] G(x, t ,m,q) . V L ' " j ; 
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The product on the right hand side is 
I ^ V- / , \ i k m i \ I' 
k=o j=o ImJ [ j j „ ! [ k - j j ^ ! } ,^=0 1 ! 
k, (-l)J q ' u mj 
n=o k=o j=o [mf [j]^! [ k - i ! [n-mk]! hn-mk,m(>^;q)t" 
Comparing with 
G X 
\ 
and assigning 
, t u , m , q 
n=o InJ! 
^x ^ 
- ; q 
,mj 
Ak=[kL! Z {-If ... , , . 
k 
Z (-0^  
j =0 
fk] 
L J J 
u 
mj 
state holds. 
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CHAPTER - V 
A q-EXTENSION OF THE GENERALIZED 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS WITH THE 
CONTINUOUS ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY 
ONO^ 
In this chapter we study in detail a q-extension of the generalized 
Hermite Polynomials of Szego. A continuous orthogonal property on (?(,with 
respect to the positive weight fiinction is established, a q-difference equation 
and a three term recurrence relation are derived for this family of q-
polynomials. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The generalized Hermite polynomials were introduced by Szego [127] 
as 
H(^)(x) - (-1)" 2 - n! L H ) (,2)^ 
H^ l^iCx) = (-1)" 2 ^ - ' n ! x L H ' ( x ^ ) , (5.1.1) 
Where )a > — , L;"*(x) are the laguerre polynomials, 
n! a +1 
z 
J 
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(a + l)n fi-A^' 
n! k=o (a + l ) , k ! 
(5.1.2) 
and (a) == / \ ^ n = 0, 1, 2, , is the shifted factorial. 
r(a) 
The zero value of the parameter |a in (5.1.1) corresponds to the ordinary 
Hermite polynomials Hn(x) , i.e. H|,°'(X) = Hn(x). 
The generalized Hermite polynomials (5.1.1) are orthogonal with 
respect to the weight function 
X e , X e 1(, I.e. 
J H r ( x ) H r ( x J x r ^ - d x = 2 - IT n + 1 + l^  + -1 5n., (5.1.3) 
Where [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. They satisfy a three 
term recurrence relation 
2xHl^)(x) = Hi^j,(x)+2(n + 2^GjHtUx) , n > 0 (5.1.4) 
and a second order differential equation 
X —:- + 2(u - x^)— + 2nx - 2u9„x" 
dx' ^ Mx 
HS,^>(X) = 0 , n > 0 
with 0„ = n - 2 see [127, 43] 
A detailed discussion of other properties of H^^' (x) can be found in 
[106, 118]. 
The reason for interest in studying the generalized Hermite polynomials 
(5.1.1) is two fold. Pure Mathematically they are of interest as an explicit 
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example of the complete orthonormal set in L^  {<S), the Hilbert space of 
f 
lebesgue measurable function f(x), x e (^with 
IfiL = ||f| |x| dx 
v-oo 
2 
< 00, 
Hence one can build the Bose-like oscillator calculus in terms of these 
polynomials, which generalized the well known calculus, based on the 
quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator in Physics [34]. So we try to make 
one step further by considering a generalization of the classical Hermite 
polynomials H^ (x) with two additional parameters, jU and q. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate in detail a q-extension of the 
generalized Hermite polynomials (5.1.1) with the continuous orthogonality 
property on (R^ (the case of discrete orthgonality requires a different technique, 
see, for example [34]). 
In section 5.2 we introduce this family |H[['^(x;q)| in terms of the q-
Laguerre polynomials and find a relevant q-difference equation for it. In 
section 5.3 the continuous orthogonality property for |H[['^(x;q)| with respect 
to the positive weight function on 1i is explicitly formulated. Section 5.4 is 
devoted to the derivation of a three term recurrence relation for this family of 
q-polynomials. 
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5.2 DEFINITION AND Q-DIFFERENCE EQUATION FOR 
THE SEQUENCE {H[,^^(x;q)}: 
It is known [76, 62, 105] that the q-Laguerre polynomials D°^(x;q) are 
explicitly given as 
Lt^(x;q) (q°";q) 
(q;q)n lYi .a+l 
q, -q"^"^'x 
(q;q)n 
<t>, 2^1 
q - X 
0 
q, q . n+a+l (5.2.1) 
where (a;q)o =1 and (a;q)n = p j ( l - aq j} n = 1, 2, is the q-shifted 
j=0 
factorial, and 
r ^ F 
q, a 
b,, b 
2 ' 
1' ^ 2 ' -, b, 
q>z 
y(q'";q)k(a2;q)k—i^n^X z^  
(b , ;q )k (b2 ;q )k—(bp;q l (q;q)k k=0 
k(k-l) 
(-l)'q = 
- p-r+1 
(5.2.2) 
is the basic hypergeometric polynomial of degree n in the variable z 
(throughout this chapter, we will employ the standard notations of the q-special 
functions theory, See [70] or [29]). The q-Laguerre polynomials (5.2.1) satisfy 
two kind of orthogonality relations, an absolutely continuous one and a discrete 
one. The former orthogonality relation, in which we are interested in the 
present chapter is given by 
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l ^ f ^^^(^'^)L^"^(^'q)d^ = d;'(a)5,„ a > -1 (5.2.3) 
where E^{x) is the Jackson q-exponential function, 
n(n-l) 
n=o(q;qJn 
and the normahzation constant d„ (a) is equal to 
d n W Sin7t(a + l j ; ^ / ^ (5.2.5) 
^ (q ;q)n Iq ; q i 
The q-Laguerre polynomials (5.2.1) are defined in such a way that in the limit 
as q ^ 1 they reduce to the ordinary Laguerre polynomials U^ (x), i.e., 
limLW((l-q)x;q) = Lt^(x) (5.2.6) 
We can now define in complete analogy with the relationship (5.1.1), a 
q-extensionof the generalized Hermite polynomials H|f^(x) of the form 
HW(x;q) = ( - i r ( q ; q ) „ x L ^ „ ^ M x ^ q ) 
1 
I 
H^^nl.(x;q) = (- l )"(q;q)„xL^„^Mx^q) (5-2.7) 
which are orthogonal on the real line ^ 
Indeed, since 
l i " ? | - ^ = (a)n (5-2-8) 
1-' (1-q)" 
with the aid of (5.2.6) one readily verifies that 
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lim(l-q)THi^)(Vr^x;q)= 2-"H1^'(X) (5.2.9) 
Also the zero value of the parameter \x in (5.2.7.) corresponds to the 
polynomials 
H,(x;q)^Hl<''(x,q). 
The sequence {Hn(x;q)} can be expressed either in terms of the q-Laguerre 
polynomials 
D"'(x;q), a = ± - (as it obvious from definition (5.2.7) itself), or through the 
discrete q-Hermite polynomials hn(x;q) of type II: 
H„(x;q^)=q~^ h„(x;q) (5.2.10) 
A detailed discussion of the properties of the polynomials Hn(x;q) can be 
found in paper [30] on this subject, 
A q-difference equation for the introduced polynomials H[|^'(x;q) is, in fact, an 
easy consequence of the known q-difference equation 
q"(l + x)Lt)(qx;q) + LW(q-'x;q)=[l + q"(l + q"x)] L^^x ;q) (5.2.11) 
for the q-Laguerre polynomials (see, for example formula (3.21.6) in [98]). 
Indeed, from this q-difference equation and definition (5.2.7) is follows 
immediately that 
1 \ 
q'"^(l + x^)HHq^x;q + H„ M q 2x;q 
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q ' +q 
n+ 
(e„-i) 
1 + qL Hi^ (^x;q) (5.2.12) 
where, as before, 9 j , = n - 2 . Taking into account that the dilations 
±xA 
X -> q* X are represented by the operators q '^'^, that is q ''" f (x) = f ^ " xj, 
one now readily verifies that the q-difference equation (5.2.12) coincides with 
the second order differential equation (5.1.5) in the limit as q -^ 1 . 
5.3 ORTHOGONALITY RELATION : 
We begins this section with the following theorem: 
Theorem: The sequence of q-polynomials |H|['^(x;q)j, which are defined by 
the relation (5.2.7), satisfies the orthogonality relation 
JHW(x;q) Hi^ )(x;q) -^-^ dx 
/ 1 
q^ ;q 
71 J 
CosTiia (q;qX 
^ qT-^" (q;q) 
f I ^ 
q ,q 5.„ (5.3.1) 
n+l 
on the whole real line '2^with respect to the continuous positive weight function 
^''^-w)-
Proof: Since the weight function in (5.3.1) is an even function of the 
independent variable x and H||^'(-x;q) = (-l)"Hn (x;q) by the definition 
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(5.2.7), the q-polynomials of an even degree H^jml^^l) ^^^ of an odd degree 
Hi,7^,(x;q), m, n = 0, 1, 2 , are evidently orthogonal to each other. 
Consequently, it is sufficient to prove only those cases in (5.3.1), when degrees 
of polynomials m and n are either simultaneously even or odd. Let us consider 
first the former case. From (5.2.7) and (5.2.3) it follows that 
00 I..|2H 
JHW(x;q)HW(x;q)-LI dx 
(-ir(q;q)Jq;q)„ ]LH)(x^q)LH) (x^ ;q) ^ dx 
2(-ir(q;qL(q;q)„ Yp^.^ ^c^j^p^ ("''^^Fpl'" 
(-ir(q;q)Jq;qX ^ ^^ (y;^ )^ ^ ^ ^^'^^FGO^' 
where the normalization constant dn(a) is defined in (5.2.5). Thus 
|2^ 
|HW(x;q) H(';)(x;q) -LI dx 
r 1 A 
q2 ;q 
n V J 
Cosn\i (q;q)^ q'" (q;q)n 
f 1 ^ 
q ;q 
V Jn 
(5.3.2) 
In the same way we find that in the latter case 
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]H(,l ,(x;q)Hy,,(x;q)ii-ridx 
2(-ir"(q;q).(q;qX ] L b J ( x ^ q ) L h ^ ( x ^ q ) ^ c l x 
0 Eq\X I 
.41 ^^2 
(-ir"(q;q)Jq;q)„ J ^ ^ (^y;q) L^„ ^ (y'^^FGO'^^ 
(q;q)n d; 
Consequently 
Kl(x;q)HW.(x;q)iL dx 
r 1 ^ 
- -^ 
q^ ;q 
71 V y -n-n--
CosTi^ (q;qX •^ (q;q)n 
r 1 ^ 
q ^;q 
V 
(5.3.3) 
/n+I 
Putting (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) together results in the orthogonality relation (5.3.1). 
The positivity of Jackson's q-exponential function E [x^j for x € 3(, and q e 
(0,1) is obvious from its definition (5.2.4) for it is represented as an infinity 
sum of positive terms (or an infinite product of positive factors). This 
completes the proof 
To conclude this section, we note the obvious fact that in the limit as ^ —> 1 the 
(5.3.1) reduces to the orthogonality relation (5.1.3) for the generalized Hermite 
polynomials (5.1.1). This follows immediately from the limit relations (5.2.8) 
and (5.2.9), upon using the fact that 
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lim E f(l-q).z) =e^ 
q-^l 
(5.3.4) 
Also, in the event the parameter \i is zero, then the (5.3.1) coincides with the 
orthogonality relation for the polynomials (5.2.10) derived in [30]. 
5.4 RECURRENCE RELATION: 
In this section we derive a three term recurrence relation for the q-
extension of the generalized Hermite polynomials (5.2.7). Since an arbitrary family 
of orthogonal polynomials Pn(x) satisfies a recurrence relation of the form (see 
[43, p. 19]). 
(anX + b„)p„(x) = p„„(x)+c„p„_,(x), n > 0 . (5.4.1) 
we need to find coefficient an, bn, Cn, which correspond to the case under discussion. 
Before starting this derivation we note that in what follows it proves 
convenient to use the following form 
Ll"Hx;q) 
,k(k+a) (q°^ ';q) f q" 
(q;q)„ t'o (q-^q), (-x^) 
(5.4.2) 
of the q-Laguerre polynomials D"^(x;q), which comes from the first line 
definition (5.2.1), upon using the relation 
(q"";q), 
(q;qX 
k(k-i) 
k -_ (_l)^q2-nk (5.4.3) 
we first consider the case when n in (5.4.1) is even. Then from (5.2.7) and 
(5.4.2) we find that 
HW,(x;q) + c,„(q) H(i (x;q) 
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= (-l)"x 
r 3 \ „ ^[^+ '^+2 
V Jn k=0 q ,q 
V yk 
(-x^)^ 
+ (-irc2„(q)x q ^;q 
V /n-1 k=0 
f 3 \ 
q ^ q 
n - l 
k 
(-x^f (5.4.4) 
The next step is to employ the relation 
(l-q«)(q-';q)„= (l-q"-)(q-qi (5.4.5) 
In order to rewrite the quotient 
f 1: \ If 3 ^ 
q ^;q 
V J 
^^2 
q ,q 
n/ V /k 
from the first term in 
the right side of (5.4.4) as 
f 3 ^ 
q ^ q 
V J n _ 1 - q ' 
( 1 ^ 
q ^;q 
V / n 
q ^;q 
V A 
k+n+-
1-q ^ 
r 1 ^ 
q ^ q 
V ) 
(5.4.6) 
In the second term in the right side of (5.4.4) we can use the evident relation 
( 3 A 
^^2 
q ,q 
f 1 ^ 
^^2 
q ,q 
V A 
f 1A 
1-q ^ 
and the same formula (5.4.5) for the factor 
V J 
( 3 ^ 
q ;q 
V Vk 
. Also from the property of the q-binomial co-efficient 
n - l 
k 
_ i - q n-k 
1-q" k 
(5.4.7) 
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Putting this all together, we obtain 
H^di(x;q)+c,„(q) Hy_,(x;q) 
= (-l)"x 
f 1 A 
q ;q 
V 
k k+n+-
^n k=0 
( 1 ^ 
q ^q 
(-xO' 
1-q 
k+n+ 
Vk 
1-q 
k+n+-
Jq) 1-q 
n-k 
1-q" 
(5.4.8) 
The right hand side of (5.4.8) should match with 
HtXx;q) =(-1)" q ^ q 
V Jn k=0 
( 1 ^ 
q ^;q 
(-x^)' (5.4.9) 
-Jq 
/ k 
multiplied by aj^ (q)x + b2„ (q). 
This means that the coefficient Cj^  (q) can be found from the equation 
l - q " " 5 - c , ( q ) i ^ = d„(q)q 
1-q 
1-q n+n+-
1 ^ 
(5.4.10) 
where d„(q) is some k-independent factor. It is easy to verify that the only 
solution of the equation (5.4.10) is C2n(q)=l-q" and d^(q)=q". 
Thus 
HW,(x;q) + ( l -q") H(i(x;q) = q"x H^^Cxiq) (5.4.11) 
Similarly, in the case of an odd n from (5.4.9), we have 
H(i,(x;q) + c,„„(q) Hy(x;q) 
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= (-ir ( 1 \ q ^;q 
k k+n— 
/n+1 k=0 
( 1 \ 
q ,q 
n + l 
k 
(-x=)' 
1 \ 
+ (-irc,„,(q q"-q Z 
kfk+n--
n q l ^ 2 
/ n k=0 
( 1 ^ | j+; 
q ,q 
(-x^f (5.4.12) 
/ k 
In this case it is easier to find the coefficient C2n+,(q). Indeed, we will obtain 
from (5.4.12) an expression [a2n+i(q)x + b2n+i(q)] H^2n+|(x;q) only if the two 
constant terms in (5.4.12) with k = 0 cancel each other. This means that 
C2n+i(q) should satisfy the equation 
q ^;q q ^;q C2n.l(q) 
q 2;q 
V Jn 
n+n+ 
1 
1 - q ' - C 2 n + i ( q ) = 0 (5.4.13) 
n+n+ 
consequently, C2n+, (q) = 1 - q -^  and, therefore, by (5.4.12) we obtain 
H^:l3(x;q)+ 1-q n+)i+-
1 \ 
H^^„Hx;q) 
(-ir f 1 ^ M+2 q ^ q 
(k+l) k+n+-
" n ^ ^ 
yS 
i-t[ 1 ^ K+2 q ^ q 
/k+l 
n + l 
k + l 
n 
k + l q J 
(-0' 
(5.4.14) 
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n+n+ 
1 
= q ^xH(i,(x;q), 
upon using the q-pascal identity 
n + 1 
m + 1 
n 
m + l 
-iq 
n 
m 
(5.4.15) 
-Jq 
for the q-binomial co-efficient 
L Jq 
From (5.4.11) and (5.4.14) it thus follows that the q-polynomials H;^^(x;q) 
satisfy a three term recurrence relation of the form e„ = n - 2 
HtUx;q) + l - q 2 
V 
HK(x;q) 
J 
^+tie„ 
= q^-"" X H(:Hx;q) (5.4.16) 
With the aid of (5.2.9) we now readily verify that the (5.4.16) coincides with 
the three-term recurrence relation (5.1.4) for the generalized Hermite 
polynomials H|['^(X) in the limit as q ^ 1. 
5.5 CONCLUSION: 
We conclude this exposition with the following remark. It is well known that 
the Hermite functions H^ (x) e ^ (or the wave function of the linear harmonic 
oscillator in quantum mechanisms) are eigen functions of the fourier integral 
transform (with respect to the kernel e^"^) with eigen value i". 
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We can introduce the generalized fourier transform operator 
F^f(x)=c->]e^(-ixt)f(t)|trdt (5.5.1) 
with a kernel 
J ,(x)-iJ ,(x) 
e,(-ix) = -^^ ^^ ^ P— (5.5.2) 
n+ 1 / i \ 
where the constant c^  = 2 ^ F I )i + -
V 2y 
and J^ (x) is the Bessel function. The 
generalized Hermite polynomials (5.1.1) are the eigen functions of generalized 
fourier transform operator (5.5.1) [118]. 
It is of interest to find a q-extension of (5.5.1) and (5.5.2). This study is 
under way 
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FOURIER GAUSS TRANSFORMATIONS OF 
BILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE 
CONTINUOUS q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Bilinear generating function (or poisson kernels) are important tools for 
studying various properties of the corresponding families of orthogonal 
polynomials. For example, Wiener has used the bilinear generating function for 
the Hermite polynomial Hn(x) is proving that the Hermite function 
Hn(x)exp are complete in the space Lj over (-00,00) and a Fourier 
transform of any function from Lj belongs to the same space [155]. Also, it 
turns out that a particular limit value of the Hermite bilinear generating 
function reproduces the kernel exp (ixy) of Fourier transformation between two 
L2 spaces. This idea was employed for finding an explicit form of the 
reproducing kernel for the Kravchuk and Charlier function in [20], whereas the 
case of the continuous q-Hermite functions was considered in [17]. 
It is clear that an appropriate q-analogue of the Fourier transform will be 
an essential ingredient of a completely developed theory of q-special functions. 
But the point is that the classical Fourier transform with the q-independent 
kernel turns out to be very useful in revealing close relations between some 
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families of orthogonal q-polynomials [18,19], as well as among various q-
extensions of the exponential function e^  [31, 24, 25] and of the Bessel function 
J^(z) [26, 27]. One of the possible explanations of this remarkable 
circumstance is the simple Fourier-Gauss Transformation property 
1 °° -ii i Zli 
^ | e ' " 2 x ^ ( s ) d s = q^x,(r>2 , (6.1.1) 
enjoyed by the q-linear Xq(s) = e'''^  and, consequently, by the q-quadratic 
lattices Xq(s) = SinKs or Xq(s)=CosKs as well, where q = exp(-2k^j. It 
remains only to remind the reader that there exists a large class of polynomial 
solutions to the hypergeometric-type difference equation, which are defined in 
terms of these non uniform lattices (see [21] for a review). Convinced of the 
power of classical Fourier transform, we wish to apply it for studying some 
additional properties of bilinear generating functions for the continuous q-
Hermite polynomials of Rogers. 
6.2 LINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
The continuous q-Hermite polynomials H„(x|q), |q|<l, introduced by 
Rogers [110], are defined by their Fourier expansion 
H.(x|q) = S 
k=0 
i(n-2k gHn-ZK,«^  ^^Cosd (6.2.1) 
where is the q-binomial coefficient. 
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(q;q)n 
(q;q)k(q;q)n-k 
(6.2.2) 
n- l , , 
and (a;q)o =1, (a;q)„ = ^ ( l - aq ' ' j , n = 1, 2, 3, is the q-shifted factorial. 
These polynomials can be generated by three term recurrence relation 
2xH. 
. q . 
= H„„ (x |q )+ ( l -q"K- . (x | q ) ' n>0 (6.2.3) 
with the initial condition Ho(x | q ) = 1. They have been found to enjoy many 
properties analogous to those known for the classical Hermite polynomials 
[110, 128,40, 12,33]. 
In particular, the Rogers generating function [110] for the q-Hermite 
polynomials has the form 
S r ^ H n l c o s O |q) = e^(te'«>^(te-'«), | t |<l. (6.2.4) 
where the q-exponential function e^  (z) and its reciprocal E^ (z) are defined by 
00 _ n 
iW = Z ? — r =(z;q)«' 
n=o(q;qJn 
n(n-l) 
n=o(q;q)n 
(6.2.5) 
It is often more convenient (cf [18, 19, 31, 24, 25]) to make the change of 
variables x = CosO —>• x (s) = Sinks in (6.2.4), which is equivalent to the 
n substitution 6 = — ks. That is to say, one can represent (6.2.4) as 
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00 j . n 
n=olq;qJn 
= c^iito-"')c^(-iXc"') , | t |<l (6.2.4') 
observe that it is easy to verify (6.2.4') directly by substituting the explicit form 
of 
H„ (Sinks | q ) = i " i : ( - l ) ^ 
k=0 
j(2k-n)ks (6.2.1') 
into it and interchanging the order of summations with respect to the indices n and 
k. 
The advantage of such a parameterization 
X = Cos0 = Sin ks 
is that it actually incorporates both cases of parameter q: 0 < |q| < 1 and |q| >. 
Indeed, to consider the case when Iql > 1, one may introduce the continuous 
q '-Hermite polynomials hn(x|q) as [16]. 
h„(x |q) = i-"H„(ix|q-') (6.2.6) 
The corresponding linear generating function for these polynomials is [88] 
n(n-l) 
E ^ A - t"h„(Sinhks|q)=E^(te-^^)E,(-te^^), (6.2.7) 
where (cf (6.2.1') 
h „ ( S i n h k s | q ) = X ( - l ) ' 
k=o 
n 
k 
L j q 
k(k-n) g(n-2k)ks (6.2.6') 
From the inversion identity 
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-n(n+l) 
(q- ' ;q - ' )„=( - l ) "q ' (q;q)„, n= 0 , 1 , 2 , - - - (6.2.8) 
and the transformation property of q-exponential function (6.2.5) [63] 
e , (z)=E^(qz) , (6.2.9) 
q 
it follows that 
n(n+l) 
8 ( s ' M q ' ' ) = Z K V "^^ ^ "^ K ( s i n h k s | q ) 
= E^(iqte'^^)E^(-iqte-^^) 
(6.1.10) 
The generating function g\s;iq"' t q"') thus coincides with the left hand side 
of (6.2.7), so that (6.2.10) reproduces (6.2.7). 
Examination of equation (6.2.4') and (6.2.10) reveals that the 
transformation of q -> — actually provides a reciprocal to the (6.2.4') ftmction 
q 
g - ' ( s ; t | q ) = g ( - i s ;q - ' t | q - ' ) (6.2.11) 
There is a second linear generating function 
00 4 - 4 
f ( s ; t | q )=Z^r^ t "H„(S inks |q ) 
n=o (q^ C|/n 
= Eq ' (q t ' ) Cq (Sinks; t) (6.2.12) 
for the continuous q-Hermite polynomials [87, 31]. The q-exponential 
function e^  (x;t) in (6.2.12) is defined by [87] 
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Cq (Sinks; t) 
oo ^ 4 
^ n=o(q;qj„ 
r l-n l-n \ 
q 2 e--^%-q ^ e'^^;q (6.2.13) 
where (a,,a2, ^^k^lX =r~[i^j'^) ^^  ^ ^^ conventional contracted notation 
j= i 
for the multiple q-shifted factorials [70]. It is also expressible as a sum of two 
2^1 basic hypergeometric series, i.e., 
eq(Sinks;t) = e^, (qt^)E^,(t^) [,(p,(qe^'^qe-^'^^q;q^t^) 
2q''t . 
+ —^—sm 
1-q 
ks 2(t),(q'e'"^%q'e-"'= ;q^q^t^)] (6.2.14) 
Introduced in [87] and further explored in [31, 24, 25, 129], this q-analogue of 
the exponential function e" on the q-quadratic lattice x (s) = Sin ks enjoys the 
property [87] 
e^(x;t) 
r 1 ^ 
x;-qn 
V J 
Therefore, as follows from (6.2.6), (6.2.8) and 6.2.12) 
(6.2.15) 
f (s ; t |q - ' )=Z 
CO n 4 
n=o(q;q)n 
- iq^t h„(Sinhks|q) 
MM i s ; -q^t Iq (6.2.16) 
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Equating coefficients of like powers of the parameter t on both sides of 
(6.2.16), we find the relation 
hn(x|q) = i - " t f c ^ 
k=o (q;q)k 
(-|q) (6.2.17) 
between the q-Hermite and q '-Hermite polynomials, in which stands for 
the greatest integer not exceeding —. 
In view of the definition (6.2.6), an alternate form of this expression is 
f n l 
H.{x|qi=I^if4^""-"'H„.,,(x|q) 
k=o lq;qjk 
(6.2.18) 
Once the relation (6.2.17) and (6.2.18) are established, they can be checked by 
a direct calculation using the explicit sums (cf (6.2.1)) 
H2„(x|q)-(-ir(q;q^l34>2 
^q-2n_e2,e_g-2,e 
q,0 
q ;q (6.2.19a) 
H2„.,(x|q)=(-qr(q^q^)„2x3(t), 
/ '^-2n ^^2ie ^^-2ie 
q ,-qe ,-qe 
q',0 
q^q^ 
(6.2.19b) 
for the q-Hermite polynomials in terms of ^<^2 basic hypergeometric series 
[31], Indeed replacing q by - in (6.2.19a) and (6.2.19b) results in 
q 
H2nix|q j - q lq;qjn39ilq ,-e ,-e ;q;q ,q j 
(6.2.20a) 
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H,„. ,(x |q- ' )=q-" '"^ 'Hq' ;q^)n2x3ct ' , (q"^-qe^•^-qe-^^q^q^q"") 
(6.2.20b) 
Now substituting (6.2.19a) or (6.2.19b) into the right hand side of (6.2.18) 
gives (6.2.20a) or (6.2.20b), respectively. Such a simple and elegant connection 
between the q-Hermite and q"'-Hermite polynomials as (6.2.17) (or 
equivalently, (6.2.18)) seems to deserve some attention. 
Note that in the limit case when the parameter q = exp (- 2k'^) tends to 1 
(and, consequently, k ^ 0), we have 
l imk-"H„(Sinks|q)= lim k'" h„(Sinhks |q) = H„(s) (6.2.21) 
q-»l q-»l 
where H„ (s) are the classical Hermite polynomials. 
The generating function (6.2.4') and (6.2.12) thus have the same limit value i.e. 
lim g(s; 2kt | q) = lim f (s;2kt | q) = T —H„ (s) = e'^'"'' (6.2.22) 
q-^ r q-^ r ^^^ n! 
As for the relation (6.2.17) or (6.2.18), letting q tend to 1" in them, we obtain 
n 
H„ (x) = i-"n! y ^'^"-^^^^^^ (6.2.23) 
to k!(n-2k)! 
It is easy to verify that this result agrees well with the known finite sum in 
powers of x 
H.(x)^„|BfM; 
k=o k!(n-2k)! 
for the classical Hermite polynomials. 
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To understand the group-theoretic origin of a particular classical 
generating function it is useful to know an appropriate differential equation for 
this function [153]. The continuous q-Hermite polynomials are solution of the 
difference equation. 
n 
Dq (S)H„ (Sin ks I q) = q"^ Cos ks H„ (Sin ks | q) (6.2.25) 
with an operator D ,^ (s) defined by 
D,(s) = -fe''^e-"^^»+e-''^^e'''l 5 =— (6.2.26) 
To verify (6.2.25), apply the difference operator (6.2.26) to both sides of the 
Rogers generating function (2.2.4') and then equate coefficients of the equal 
powers of the parameter t. 
The difference equation (6.2.25) coincides in the limit of q->\~ with the 
second-order differential equation 
[dl - 2sa, + 2n) H„ (s) = 0 (6.2.27) 
for the polynomials Hn(s). 
As a consequence of (6.2.25), the generating functions (6.2.4') and (6.2.12) 
satisfy the same difference equation 
D (s)g(s;t |q) = Cosksg 
r }_ \ 
s;q^t|q (6.2.28) 
It may be of interest to note that the operator D^ (s) is also well defined in the 
case of |q| > 1. The explicit form of D, (s) and its action on the generating 
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function (6.2.10) and (6.2.16) is readily obtained from (6.2.26) and (6.2.25), 
respectively, by the substitution q —> q"' (k -^ ik). 
Thus, we emphasize that the linear generating function g(s;t|q) and 
f(r; 11 q) are interrelated by a fourier transformation with the standard 
exponential kernel exp (isr), not involving q. Indeed, since the continuous q-
Hermite and q"'-Hermite polynomials are related to each other by the Fourier-
Gauss transformation (cf formula (6.1.1)) 
2 2 2 
, 0 0 . s n - r 
I f / . \ '"" 
/27r 
JH„(Sinks|q)e ^ ds = i" q ^^  h„(Sinhkr|q)e ^ (6.2.29) 
t" One can multiply both sides of (6.2.29) by 7—r- and sum over n from zero to 
infinity. Taking into account (6.2.16), this gives 
. 0 0 . s^ - r ^ 
-j= fg(s;t |q)e""^ ds = e^(t^)f (ir; t | q ) e ^ (6.2.30) 
v27i_^ 
Also substituting (6.2.17) into the right hand side of (6.2.29), one may 
represent it alternatively as 
-(r-sf 
1 JH„(Sinkr |q)e 2 dr 
= q4 ^ l l_ iqkq^(" - - )H^_^^(S inks |q ) (6.2.31) 
k=o (q;qjk 
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6.3 BILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
The q-Mehler formula (or the poisson kernel) for the q-Hermite 
polynomials 
X^r-^H„(Cose|q)H„(Cos(j)|q) 
n=o(q;q)n 
= E,(t^)e,(te-(«-*))e,(te'(*-«))eJte'(«^*))e,(te-'(*^«)) (6.3.1) 
was originally derived by Rogers [110], its simple derivation is due to 
Bressoud [33]. As in the case of linear generating functions, it is more 
convenient to make the changes x = Cos9 -^ Sinks = x^ (s) and 
y = Cos(j) -^ Sinks = x (r) in (6.3.1), which are equivalent to substitutions 
0 = — ks and 
2 
2 
In other words one can represents (6.3.1) as 
G(s,r;t|q) = | ; - r^H„(Sinks |q )H, (S inkr |q ) 
= E, (t^  )e^ (te'^(-^))e, (te'^ -^^ ) )e, (- te'^^^'je^ (- te-^^^^) (6.3.1') 
= E^(t^)g(s;ite-"-|q)g(s;-ite-'^|q) (6.3.1") 
in accordance with the definition (6.2.4') of the linear generating function 
g(s;t|q). 
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The bilinear generating functions (6.3.1) and (6.3.1') are closely connected 
with the Rogers linearization formula 
H„ (x I q)H„ (x I q) = Z" ^^'^y^'^) H,.„.,, (x | q) 
(6.3.2) 
and its inverse [110, 33] 
H„.„(x|q) = (q;qL(q;q);f ( - lyq^^^ H (x|q)H . (x|q) 
(q;q)m-k(q;q)n-k(q;q)k k=0 
(6.3.2') 
where niAn = min{m,n}. To verify (6.3.1') one can substitute the explicit 
form (6.2.1') for any of the two q-Hermite polynomials in (6.3.1') and use 
(6.3.2') for the another one. Then the sum over the index n in (6.3.1') factorizes 
into a product of two linear generating functions of the type (6.2.4') (see 
(6.3.1")), which is multiplied by the q-exponential function Eq(t^). 
As follows from (6.2.6), (6.2.8) and (6.2.9), 
n(n+l) 
G(s,r;t |q- ')=X7-A-^"' 'n(Sinhks|qX(Sinhkr|q) 
n=olq;qJn 
= e, (<lt% (qtc'^-'% {<itc'^'-% (- qte^(-^)E, (- qte^^-^)) 
(6.3.3) 
= e^(qt^)g(s;ite^^|q-')g(s;-ite-^^|q) (6.3.3') 
This coincides with the q-Mehler formula for the q"'-Hermite polynomials 
[88]. 
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n n+1 
Z7-A-t"h„(Sinh^|q)h,(SinhTi|q) 
n=oiq;qJn 
= e^(qt^)E,(qte^-^)E,(qte'^-^)E,(-qte^^'^)E^(-qte-^-^) (6.3.4) 
upon identifying ks = ^ and kr = r|. 
It is worth noting that Ismail and Masson [88] have employed the poisson 
kernel (6.3.4) to determine the large n asymptotic of the q"'-Hermite 
polynomials h^ (x | q). Also the relation 
G- ' ( s , r ;q t |q )=( l -q t ' )G( i s , i r ; t | q - ' ) (6.3.5) 
follows from the q-Mehler formula (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) 
As a consequence of (6.2.6) and (6.2.29), the generating function (6.3.1') and 
(6.3.3) are related to each other by the fourier-Gauss transform in the variables 
s and r, i.e. 
G(s,r;t |q- ') e ^ 
271 IG U,v;q2t |q 
i(su-rv)-iuW] 
dudv (6.3.6) 
The fourier-Gauss transform (6.3.6) is equivalent to a particular case of 
Ramanujan's integral 
^ jejae^'^)ejbe-^'^'')e^"^^-'''dx 
= e,(ab)E, -aq^e'*^' 2 „-2k>' 
; 
-bq^ e" 
V J 
(6.3.7) 
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with a complex parameter [112, 11, 22]. 
(s ± r) (v ± u) 
Using (6.3.1') and substituting s+ = ^ ^' and u+ = -^^—i^ leads to the 
V2 " V2 
separation of variables in the right hand side of (6.3.6) and gives a product of 
two integrals with respect to u+ and u.. Both of these independent integrals are 
of the type (6.3.7) with the equal parameter a = b = q^t. One thus recovers the 
left hand side of (6.3.6) with the generating functionG(s,r;t|q~'), defined in 
(6.3.3) 
Two particular cases of the generating ftinction G(s,r;t |q) are of the interest 
for purposes of the use in the sequel. First of them is G(S,0; 11 q) 
Since H,,(0 |q) = (-l)^(q;q^), 
H2k.,(0|q) = 0, and 
(q;q)2|( = (q;q^),^(q^;q^)i^, this Sanction represents the sum 
G(s,0;t|q) = z | = ^ ^ H , „ ( s i n k s | q ) (6.3.8) 
By the q-Mehler formula (6.3.2) this sum is equal to 
G(s,0;t|q)=E^(t^)e^.(t^e^'^^)e^,(t^e-^'^^) (6.3.9) 
on account of eq(z)eq(-z) = e ^\^)-
Similarly, since 
h,.(0|q) = (-irq-"^(q;q^l 
and h2„^,(0|q) = 0, 
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from (6.3.3) we have 
G ( s , 0 ; t | q - ' ) - l V 2 2\ t^ " h,„ (Sinks|q) 
n=o Iq ;q jn 
= e,(qt^)E^.(qVe-)E^.{q^t^e--0 (6.3.10) 
As a consequence of (6.2.25), the generating function G(s,r;t|q) satisfies the 
following difference equations: 
D (s)G(s,r;t|q) = CosksG s,r;q ^tjq (6.3.11a) 
Dq(s)Dq(r)G(s,r;t|q) - Cos ks Cos kr G(s,r; q"'t | q) (6.3.11b) 
If the independent variables s and r are replaced by their linear combinations 
(s + r) 
s+ = ~ ^, then the product of difference operators Dq(s)and Dq(r) takes the 
y2 
form 
D,(s)D,(r) = i[D^,(sJ + D^,(s_)] (6.3.12) 
The integral transform (6.2.2), relating the continuous q-Hermite and q~'-
Hermite polynomials, suggests also the consideration of the 'mixed' generating 
function. 
^ q4 
F(s,r;t|q) = Y^-^t"U^{Sm ks | q)h„(Sin hke | q) (6.3.13) 
n=o(q;q). 
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which is different from the known functions (6.3.1') and (6.3.3). Unlike 
G(s,r;t |q), the generating flinction F(s,r;t|q) is not symmetric in the 
variables s and r. Instead, it has the following property 
F ( s , r ; t | q - ' )=F r,s;q2t|q (6.3.14) 
Also a relation between the "mixed' generating function (6.3.13) and linear 
generating function (6.2.4') and (6.2.12) is more complicated than (6.3.1"). 
Indeed, substitute the explicit form of the q"'-Hermite polynomials (6.2.6') into 
(6.3.13) and interchange the order of summations with respect to the indices n 
and k. The subsequent use of the inverse (6.3.2') to the Rogers linearization 
formula (6.3.2) factors out the q-exponential function Eq(-t^) (cf (6.3.1")) 
and gives the following relations 
F(s,r;t |q) = E^( - t^ ) | ;q^g„(s ; t e -^ |q ) f 
n=0 
s,q 2 te'^'lq 
E,(-t^)i; f„(s;-te-Nq)f 
n=0 
s, q 2 te'^lq 
(6.3.15) 
(6.3.15') 
t" 
whereg„(s;t |q) = ^ ^H„(Sinks |q) , n = 0, 1 ,2 , - - - (6.3.16) 
and fn (s; 11 q) = q "^  g„ (s; 11 q) are the partial linear generating functions of the 
first kind (6.2.4') and of the second kind (6.2.12), respectively, i.e. 
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g ( s ; t | q ) = X gn(s;t|q) 
n=0 
f n ( s ; t | q ) = Z f„(s;t|q) 
n=0 
(6.3.16') 
From the relation (6.2.29) between the q-Hermite and q '-Hermite polynomials 
and the definition (6.3.13), it follows that the Fourier transform of 
F(s,r;t|q)exp ^ - s ^ ^ 
V 2 , 
is equal to 
1 00 . S 
1 r , , isu - — 
JF(s,r; t | q ) e 2 ^ 3 = 0 ll-K u,r; iq^t |q" e 2 (6.3.17) 
In a like manner, the inverse Fourier transformation with respect to (6.2.29) 
yields 
- V 
-4= fF(s,r;t|q) e'""^ dr - G(s,v;it|q) e'^ (6.3.18) 
V27r _i 
Since the explicit form of the bilinear generating function G(u,v;t |q) is given 
by the formulae (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) for the values 0 <| q | < 1 and | q | > 1 of the 
parameter q, respectively, the relations (6.3.17) and (6.3.18) lead to the two 
integral representations for F(s,r;t | q) of the form 
F( s , r ; t | q ) e2 - ^ ^ \^ -ISU 2 E 
\ ( I 
iq^te'^ ^"- '^ Eq iq^te'^^-") 
f 1 
X E , .iq2tek(u.r) 
f 1 
-iq^te 
2*^-k(u+r) du (6.3.19a) 
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F ( s , r ; t | q ) e ^ = ^ 4 ^ ^ ]e-^"^ejite'^(-^))e^(ite'^(-)) 
X eq(-ite"'(^^^))eq(-ite-''(^"^')dv (6.3.19b) 
Also combining (6.3.17) with (6.3.18) shows that the Fourier-Gauss transform 
of F(s,r;t|q) in both independent variables s and r reproduces this generating 
function, i.e. 
F(v,u;t |q) e^ ' ^= j F(s,r;t|q) i(su-n')-
{ ^ 
.dsdr (6.3.20) 
Similar to G(s,r; 11 q), two particular cases of F(s,r; 11 q) are easily summed as 
products of q-exponential functions. The first one is F(S,0; 11 q) and it coincides 
with G(S,0; t | q), given by (6.3.8) and (6.3.9). 
The second one is F(o,r;t |q) = G r,0;q~^t|q-' where the function 
G(r,0;t|q ' ) is explicitly given in (6.3.10). 
From (6.2.25) it follows at once that the mixed generating function (6.3.13) 
satisfies the difference equations in the variables s and r of the form 
D (s)F(s,r;t|q) = Cosks F s,r;q ^ t lq 
J 
D|(r)F(s , r ; t |q)= CoshkrF| s,r;q2t |q 
q 
(6.3.21a) 
(6.3.21b) 
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In view of the property (6.3.14), these two equations are related to each 
other by the substitution q->q" ' . Combining (6.3.21a) with (6.3.21b) gives 
the difference equation 
D (s)D,(r)F(s,r;t|q) = Cosks CoshkrF(s,r;t|q) (6.3.22) 
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CHAPTER - VII 
THE BIVARIA TE RODERS-SZEGO 
POLYNOMIALS 
CHAPTER-VII 
THE BIVARIATE RODERS-SZEGO POLYNOMIALS 
In this chapter, we present an operator approach to deriving Mehler's 
formula and the Rogers formula for the bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomials 
hj,(x, y|q). The proof of Mehler's formula can be considered as a new 
approach to the non-symmetric poisson kernel formula for the continuous big 
q-Hermite polynomials H„ (x, a | q) due to Askey, Rahman and Suslov 
Mehler's formula for h„ (x, y | q) involves as 2^2 sum and the Rogers formula 
involved as 2<j>i sum. The proof of these results are based on parameter 
augmentation with respect to the q-exponential operator and the homogeneous 
q-shift operator of two variables. By extending recent results on the Rogers-
Szego polynomials h^ (x | q) due to Hou, Lascoux and Mu, we obtain another 
Rogers-type formula for h„ (x, y | q). Finally, we give a change of base formula 
for H„ (x, a |q) which can be used to evaluate some integrals by using the 
Askey-Wilson integral. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The Rogers-Szego polynomials h„ (x | q) have been extensively studied 
since the end of the nineteenth century. Two classical results for the Rogers-
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Szego polynomials are Mehler's formula and Rogers formula which 
respectively correspond to the poisson kernel formula and the linearization 
formula. In this chapter, we extend Mehler's formula and the Rogers formula to 
the bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomial h„ (x, y | q) by using the q-exponential 
operator as studied in [45] and homogeneous q-shift operator recently 
introduced by Chen, Fu and Zhang [46]. It should be noted that Mehler's 
formula for h^ (x, y | q) is equivalent to the non-symmetric poisson kernel 
formula for the continuous big q-Hermite polynomials due to Askey, Rahman 
and Suslov [23]. So our proof of Mehler's formula for h„ (x, y | q ) may be 
considered as a new approach to the nonsymmetric poisson kernel for the 
continuous big q-Hermite polynomials. As can be seen, the bivariate version of 
the Rogers-Szego polynomials is easier to deal with from the operator point of 
view. 
We review some common notation and terminology for basic 
hypergeometric series. Throughout this chapter, we assume that | q | < 1. The q-
shifted factorial is defined by 
( a ;q )o= l , 
(a ;q l=n (l-aq')> 
k=0 
( a ; q L = n l l - a q ' J , n e z . 
k=0 
The following notation stands for the multiple q-shifted factorials: 
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(ai,a2, a„ ;q )^  =(a, ;q \ (a2;q )„ (a^;q )„ 
(ai,a2, a^ ;q )^ =(a, ;q )^ (a2;q )^ (a,n;q L 
The q-binomial coefficients, or the Gaussian coefficients, are given by 
(q;q)n 
(q;q)k (q;q)n-
The basic hypergeometric series r+i't'r are defined by 
r+l f 
ai , ,a r+l 
vb , 
• ^ \ 
; q,x = 1 
n=0 
(ai, . •.ar+i;q)n 
(q^b,, ,b , ;q)„ 
We will be mainly concerned with the bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomials as 
given below, 
hn(x,y|q)=Z 
k=0 
(x.y) 
where p^ (x, y ) = ( x - y ) (x -qy) (x -q" ' y) are the Cauchy polynomials 
with the generating ftinction 
t" _(yt;qL 
Z Pn (x. y) xt < 1 (7.1.1) 
n=0 (q;q)n (xt;qL ' 
The Cauchy polynomials p^ (x, y) naturally arise in the q-umbral 
calculus as studied by Andrews [2, 7], Goldman and Rota [68], Golden and 
Jackson [69], Ihrig and Ismail [82], Johnson [90], and Roman [123]. The 
generating function (7.1.1) is also the homogeneous version of the Cauchy 
identity, or the q-binomial theorem [71]: 
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|, fcqk^.^(f^^|^|^i 
k=0 (q; q)k (^; q). 
(7.1.2) 
Putting a = 0, (7.1.2) becomes Euler's identity [71] 
^ z^  1 
k=0 (q'q)k (z;qX z < 1 
(7.1.3) 
and its inverse relation takes the form 
k=0 
(-lyq^^V 
(q;q)k (z;q)« 
(7.14) 
The continuous big q-Hermite polynomials [98] are defined by 
Hn(x;a|q)=X 
k=0 
(ae '^q) , e'("-^^^^ x^cosG. 
We first observe that the bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomials 
h|,(x, y |q) introduced by Chen, Fu and Zhang [46] are equivalent to the 
continuous big q-Hermite polynomials owing to the following relation: 
H„(x;a |q) = e'"%„ (e - " ' , a e - " |q), x = cose (7.1.5) 
The polynomials h„ (x, y | q) have the generating function [46]: 
Z ^n (x, y I q) 
n=0 
t" ^ (yt;ql 
(q;q)n (t,xt;qX 
, Itl < l , | x t | < 1 (7.1.6) 
which is equivalent to the generating function for the big continuous q-Hermite 
polynomials, see, for example, Koekock-Swarttouw [98]. 
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Notice that the classical Rogers-Szego polynomials h^ (x | q)= ^ 
k=0 
X , are 
a special case of h,, (x, y |q) when y is set to zero, and in this case (7.1.6) 
reduces to 
S h„(x|q)-^ 1 
n=0 (q;q)n ( t ,x t ;q) . 
t < i (7.1.7) 
The rogers-Szego polynomials play an important role in the theory of 
orthogonal polynomials, particularly in the study of the Askey-Wilson 
polynomials, see [12, 15, 19, 33, 84, 86, 108, 130]. They are closely related to 
the q-Hermite polynomials 
H„(x|q)=i; 
k=0 
.i(n-2k)e 
, X = cos 0, 
In fact, the following relations hold 
H„(x |q )=H„(x ,0 |q )=e ' "^h„(e-^ '« |q ) , x^cosG (7.1.8) 
The continuous big q-Hermite polynomials H^ (x; a | q) are connected 
with the q-Hermite polynomials H^ (x I q) via the following relation [28, 64] 
H n ( x ; a | q ) = j ; 
k=0 
( - l f q ^ ^ ^ ^ H „ _ , ( x | q ) , (7.1.9) 
and the inverse expansion of (7.1.9) becomes 
H n ( x | q ) = i ; 
k=0 
n 
k 
a ' H„., {x;a |q) (7.1.10) 
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This chapter is motivated by the natural question of extending Mehler's 
formula to h„ (x, y | q) where Mehler's formula for the Rogers-Szego 
polynomials reads 
00 
£ h„(x|q)h„(y|q) (xyt ' ;q). 
n=0 (q;q)n (t ,xt ,yt,xyt;qX 
(7.1.11) 
The formula (7.1.11) has been extensively studied, see [45, 86, 100, 108, 
130, 158]. 
Based on the recurrence relation for H^ (x |q), Bressoud [33] gave a 
proof of the equivalent formula, or the poisson kernel formula, for the q-
Hermite polynomials H„(x |q ) . Ismail, Stanton and Viennot [84] found a 
combinatorial proof of the poisson kernel formula for H^ (x | q) by using the 
vector space interpretation of the q-binomial coefficients. Askey, Rahman and 
Suslov [23] derived the non-symmetric poisson kernel formula for the 
continuous big q-Hermite polynomials H„ (x; a | q): 
X H„(x;a|q)H„(y;b|q) — 
n=0 (q;q)n 
(ate^^be-^t^ ;q). 
X 3<l> 
te'(e-P),te-'(^-P),at/b 
V2 
ate'P,t^ 
; q, be-P (7.1.12) 
where x = cos 0, y = cos p. The above formula can be viewed as Mehler's 
formula for H^ (x, a | q). Moreover, it can be restated in terms of h„ (x, y | q) 
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(Theorem 7.2.1). The first resuh of this chapter is an operator approach to 
Mehler's formula for h^ (x, y | q). We will present a simple proof by using the 
exponential operators involving the classical q-differential operator and a 
bivariate q-differential operator introduced by Chen, Fu and Zhang [46]. 
The second result of this chapter is Rogers formula for h^ (x, y | q). The 
Rogers formula [45, 108, 110] for the classical Rogers-Szego polynomials 
hj, (x |q) reads: 
°° °° / I \ t 
Z Z h„^n,ix|q)^r- s"^  n=o m=o "^"^  (q;q)n (q;q)n 
= ( x s t ; q L Z I h „ ( x | q ) h j x | q ) ^ - ^ . ^ - ^ (7.1.13) 
n=0 m=0 
One of the most important applications of the Rogers formula is to 
deduce the following linearization formula for h,, (x |q) (cf. Bressould [33], 
Ismail-Stanton [86] and Rogers [111]) 
hn(x|q)h„(x|q)= J] 
k=0 
m 
k 
(q;qXxH„,^_,,(x|q) (7.i.i4) 
Based on a recent approach of Hou, Lascoux and Mu to the Rogers-
Szego polynomials, we derive a second Rogers-type formula for h„ (x, y |q) 
which leads to a simpler linearization formula compared with the first one we 
have obtained. 
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We conclude this chapter with a change of base formula for 
H^ (x; a I q). This formula along with other identities can be used to compute 
some integrals with the aid of the Askey-Wilson integral. 
7.2. MEHLER'S FORMULA FOR h„ (x, y | q) : 
In this section, we aim to present an operator approach to Mehler's 
formula for the bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomials h„ (x, y | q). 
Theorem 7.2.1: Mehler's Formula for h^ (x, y ] q) we have 
\^ u ( \ \ u ( \ \ "^ (yt,vxt;q)^ X hnlx,y qj h„(u,v q) ^- = 77— - A -
n=o (q;q)n ( t , x t , ux t ; q )^ 
h 3 ^ 2 
y, xt, V / u 
; q, ut yt, vxt 
\ 
(7.2.1) 
provided that 111, | xt |, | ut |, | uxt | < 1. 
Obviously, Mehler's formula (7.1.11) for h„ (x|q) can be deduced 
from the above theorem by setting y = 0, v = 0 and u = y. We note that it is not 
difficult to reformulate (7.2.1) as the nonsymmetric poisson kernel formula 
(7.1.12) for H„(x;a|q). To this end, we first make the variable substitutions 
x- '^C" '^® ,y^ ' ae~ '^ , u^e"'^ ' ' ' , v—>be~''^  so that we may use the relation 
(7.1.5) to transform h„ (x, y | q) and h^(u,v|q) into H„(x;a|q) and 
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H„ (y;b|q). Then the formula (7.1.12) follows from the ^^j transformation 
[71, Appendix III, 33]; 
3^2 
a, b, c de 
d, e ' ' abc 
(e/a,de/bc;q)^ , ( ' a ,d /b ,d /c e 
(e,de/abc;q)„ 3^ Y2 d,de/be ' ay 
(7.2.2) 
Our operator approach to theorem 7.2.1 involves two identities (Lemma 
7.2.2 and 7.2.3) in connection with the q-exponential operator and the 
homogeneous q-shift operator. The q-differential operator, or the q-derivative, 
acting on the variable a, is defined by 
n f(a) = £ M z l f e ) , 
a 
and the q-exponential operator is given by 
T ( b D j = Z 
n=0 (q;q)n 
Evidently 
T(Dj{x")=h„(x|q) (7.2.3) 
Lemma 7.2.2: We have 
T ( b D j (av; qL ] 
.(as,at;q)„J (as,bs,bt;qX 
(bv; q). 
<!), 2^1 
rv / t , b s 
bv ; q,at 
(7.2.4) 
provided that i bs j , I bt I < 1 . 
From the Leibniz rule for Dq (see [124]) 
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D^{f(a)g(a)} = X q k(k-n) 
k=0 
D;{f(a)}D-^{g(q^a)}, 
(7.2.4) can be verified by straightforward computation. Here we also note that a 
more general relation has been established by Zhang and Wang [157]. 
T ( b D j (av; q)„ (as, at, aw; q)^ = (av, bv; q). 
(abstw/v; q^ 
(as, at, aw, bs, bt, bw; q)^  
X 3(t) 3T1 
v / s , v / t , v / w 
av , bv 
; q, abstw / v (7.2.5) 
where | bs I , I bt I , I bw I abstw/q I < 1 
Setting w = 0 in (7.2.5), by virtue of Jackson's transformation [71, 
Appendix III, 12] and Heine's transformation [71, Appendix III, 15], (7.2.4) 
becomes a consequence of (7.2.5). 
In [46], Chen, Fu and Zhang introduced the homogeneous q-difference 
operator 
D. f(x,y)=-^(^'q"'y)-^(q^'y) 
x - q - y 
and the homogeneous q-shift operator 
^K)=t D xy 
k=0 (q;q)k 
The following basic facts have been observed in [46] : 
Dxy{p„(x,y)}= (l-q")p„_,(x,y), 
E(Dxy){p„(x,y)}= h„(x,y|q) (7.2.6) 
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Lemma 7.2.3: We have 
^K) (yt;q)oo Pn(x,y)l_ (yt;q). (xt;qL (yt;q)ooJ (t,xt;q)„ 
n 
X 
k=0 
n 
[kj 
(y,xt;q)| 
( y t ; q)k 
k ^ n - k 
provided that 111, | xt | < 1 . 
Proof: Let us compute the following sum in two ways: 
Z hn(x,y|q)h„(z |q) j — 
n=0 (q;q)n 
(7.2.7) 
we may either express h„(z|q) as T(Dq)|z"| by (7.2.3) or express 
h„(x,y |q) as E ( D ^ J {p„ (x,y)} by (7.2.6). Invoking 
• h„ (z I q)= T (Oq) {z"}, the sum (7.2.7) equals 
X h„(x ,y |q) = T ( D j { z " } - ^ = T ( D j | | : h„(x ,y |q) 
n=0 Vq^q/n L"=0 
(zt)" 
(q;q)n I' 
(I zt I < 1, I xz t I < l ) 
T(DJI (yzt;qL (xzt,zt;qX ( | t | < l , | x t | < l ) . 
According to Lemma 7.2.2, (7.2.7) can be expressed in the following from 
(yt;q)« 
(xzt, xt, t ; qX ^ i 2T1 
y ,x t 
yt 
; q , zt (7.2.8) 
On the other hand, (7.2.7) also equals 
Z JE(D,J{p,(x,y)}h„(z |q)^ 
n=0 (q;q)n 
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= E ( D x y ) | l : P n ( x , y ) h „ ( z | q ) ^ 
(q; q)n 
= E ( D X . ) 
CO n 
Z Pn (x' y) Z 
n=0 k=0 
n 
[kj (q;q)n 
(zt)^ 
"(°^^)|LI-(-^^feJ-^-^(^ 
h (q;q). ^ ''^ 
where xt < 1 . Now we see that 
(yt;qL Pk (x, y)1 
(xt;qL (yt;q)kj 
k=o (q;q)k 
(yt;ql 
(yt;q)cc Pk (x, y)l 
(xt;qL (yt;qXJ' 
(xzt, xt, t ; q), 2 ^ 1 
'oo V 
y,xt 
yt 
; q , zt 
Employing Euler's identity (7.1.3) for (xzt; qX and expanding the 2<t'i 
summation on the right hand side of the above identity, we obtain 
A (zt)' ^(^ \ f (y t ;qL Pk(x,y)l 
k=0 (q;q)k ^K)< (xt;qL (yt;q)kj' 
(yt;ql y y (y.xt;q)„ z""'^ t""'^ x^ 
( t , x t ; q ) ^ ; ^ ^ (q,yt;q)„ (q;q)k 
Equating the coefficient of z", the desired identity follows. 
We are now ready to present the proof of theorem 7.2.1 
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Proof: From (7.2.6) it follows that 
Z hn(x,y |q)h„(u,v |q) - ^ 
n=0 (q;q)n 
^^(Dj{|p.(x,y)h.(u,v|c)^ 
^^^^t^'^'^-^'j^J. Pk(u,v) 
-^K)\t p.(u,v)p.(x,y)7A-fi; p„(x,q^  y)-r^]] [i^ (q;qjkU=o iq;q)njj 
( | x t | < l ) 
ti (q;q)k K^ '^^ ioo (y^'^Vk J 
In view of lemma 7.2.3, the above summation equals 
.k k 
( t ,x t ;q)„ i ^ (q;q)k ^ 
( y ^ x t ^ ^ , _ j 
(yt ;q) j 
Exchanging the order of summations, we get 
(yt;qL v f \ ( ^ ' ^ ' i ! ^ ,j v (''^)' P^^ i""'"^' ^) n .1 i^  
7 ^ 2 . P i ( u , v ) - r-i I ; H ,^( uxt <1 
(t,xt;q)^ U"^'^ ^ (q,yt;q)^ &o (q; q), '^ ' ^ 
(yt,vxt;q), 
(t, xt, uxt; q)^ j. 
(y,xt ;q) j 
(q, yt, vxt; q)j 
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(yt,vxt;q) ^ y , x t , v / t ^ ( \ ,\ ^ ^\ 
. -- - - • "^ I yt ,vxt J (t, xt, uxt; q) 
This completes the proof. 
7.3. THE ROGERS FORMULA FOR h„ (x, y | q) : 
In this section, we obtain the Rogers formula for the bivariate Rogers-
Szego polynomials, ^n (x, Y | q) using the operator E (D, , ) and the technique 
of parameter augmentation [45, 46]. This Rogers formula implies a 
linearization formula for h„(x,y|q). We also get another Rogers-type 
formula for h^ (x, y | q) which leads to a simpler linearization formula. 
Theorem 7.3.1: (The Rogers Formula for h^ (x, y | q)). 
We have 
(ys;q), '^ ^ ^ 
(q;q)n (q;q)m (s,xs,xt;q)^ n=0 m=0 
y,xs 
; q , t 
(7.3.1) 
provided that 111,1 s I, I xt I, I xs I < 1. 
Proof: By (7.2.6), we have 
Z Z hn^m(x,y|qj;^ s" 
n=0 m=0 (q;q)n (q;q)n 
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=E(D.,) | I : | ; p _ ( x , y ) ^ 
[n=0 m=0 W'R/n (q;q)n 
n=o lq;qJnU=o Iq'qimy 
( I xs I < 1 ) 
Employing Leema 7.2.3, we find 
CO in n (ys;qX 
(s,xs;q)^ i^ (q;q)n k=0 
(y,xs;qX ^ „^_ 
(ys;q)k 
(ys;q)„ I ^ ^ ^ ^ t^  I 7 ^ , ( M < l ) 
(s,xs;q)^ k=o (q,ys;q^ n=o (q;q)„ 
(ys ;q)oc y (y.xs;qX k^ 
(s,xs,xt;q)^ k=o (q,ys;q)k 
(ys; qX 
(s, xs, xt; qX ^^ 2 1 
y,xs 
ys 
; q , t ( | t | < i ) . 
which is the required proof. 
Clearly, the Rogers formula (7.1.13) for h^ (x |q) is a special case of 
(7.3.1) when y = 0. From the above theorem and (7.1.5), we get the equivalent 
formula for H„ (x; a | q) : 
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n ^ m C30 CO -*. H gill
Z Z H„^„(x;a|q) 7 T- 7 r 
n=o m=o lq;qjn iq;qj, 
(as; qX 
(se'% s e - ' \ te-'^q) 2Vl 
;q,te 
^ as 
where X = cos e and te" , se'**! , | te""" , se""" < 1. 
As in the classical case, the Rogers formula can be used to derive 
linearization formula. For the bivariate case, we obtain the linearization 
formula for h^ (x, y | q) as a double summation identity. 
Corollary 7.3.1.1: We have 
I I I I I 
k=0 f=0 
m 
i (y;q)k (y/x;q)f x 'h„ , „_ , . , (x ,y |q) 
= I Z 
k=0 f=0 
m (y;q)k (y/x;q), (xq^/h„.Jx,y|q)h„_f (x,y|q). 
Proof: We rewrite theorem 7.3.1 in the following form 
(ys;qL(yt;qL v v , i , , \ t" 
(xs;q)^(t;q) 
'K, n=0 m=0 (q;q)n (q;q)„ 
V (y^q)k(ysq';q)oo,k sr sr u i \ \u i \ \ 
lu ( . \ I r — r ^ Z 2 . hnlx,y[qjh^(x,y|qj-
t " s™ 
k=0 
Expanding 
(q;q)k(xsq' ';qt ' i ^ ;^ o ""^' ' '"^'^^""'^^' ' ' ' '^^(q;q)n (q;q)n 
(ys;q)oo (yt ;qL (ysq^q] by the Cauchy identity (7.1.2), (xs;qL ' (t;qL ' (xsq';qj 
and equating the coefficients oft" s", the required formula is justified. 
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We note that Hou, Lascoux and Mu [77] represented the Rogers-Szego 
polynomials h^ (x |q) as a special case of the complete symmetric functions. 
By computing the Hankel forms, they obtained the Askey-Ismail formula (see 
[12,45]): 
min{m,n} 
h,.^n(x|q)= Y. 
k=0 
m 
k 
rk 
(q;q)kq ( -x) 'h„_ , (x |q)h„_ , (x |q) . 
(7.3.2) 
which can be regarded as the inverse relation of the linearization formula 
(7.1.14) for the Rogers-Szego polynomials. Applying the technique of Hou, 
Lascoux and Mu to the bivariate Rogers-Szego polynomials h„ (x ,y |q ) , the 
following relation can be verified: 
in {m, n ] 1 
k=0 
m 
k 
( - l ) ' ( q ; q ) k q ^ ' ^ ( x ' h „ _ , ( x , y | q ) h , _ , ( x , y | q ) - y ' h „ , „ . , ( x , y | q ) ) 
(7.3.3) 
The details of the proof are omitted. 
Multiplying the above equation by t" s"" 
(q;q)n (q;q)„ 
n and m, we get another Rogers-type formula. 
and summing over 
Theorem 7.3.2: We have 
k=0 
—\— Z X hn+n,-klx,y|qj^^7-(q;q)k n=k m=k (q;q)n-k (q;q), m-k 
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00 00 * 
= (xst;q)^ X S hn(x,y|q)h^(x,y|q)y— n „m 
n=0 m=0 (q;q)n (q;q)n 
(7.3.4) 
clearly, the classical Rogers formula (7.1.13) is a special case when y = 0. By 
equating the coefficients oft" s"" in the above theorem, we can derive a simpler 
linearization formula for h„ (x, y | q). 
Corollary 7.3.2.2: For n, m > 0, we have 
hn(x ,y |q )h^(x ,y |q ) 
min{m,n}min{m,n} t 1 
(=0 k=0 
m 
i 
m-£ 
k 
n-£ 
k (q ;q )k (q ;q ) f ( -1 ) ' ^' y*"q h„ , „_2, ,k(x ,y |q) 
(7.3.5) 
The following special case of theorem 7.3.1 for y = 0, will be usefiil to 
verify the relation between h^ (x | q) and h„ (x, y | q) . 
Corollary 7.3.2.3: For n, m > 0, we have 
(q;q)kx'h„,„_2k(x|q) 
in{m, n} 
7, 
k=0 
n 
[kj 
m 
[kj 
k=0 
y^h„_Jx,y|q) 
\ 
J 
( 
m 
l'-° 
r ~i 
m 
L J J 
y ' h ^ _ j ( x , y | q ) 
(7.3.6) 
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Proof: Setting y = 0 in theorem 7.3.1, from the Cauchy identity (7.1.2) and 
(7.1.6) it follows that 
V V ., M ^ t" s" 1 ^ (xs;q), k 
m=o (q;q)n (q;q)n, (s, xs, xt; q)^ k=o (q;q)k 
( | t | < l ) 
(xst ; q)^ (yt ; q)^ (ys ; q)„ 
n=0 0 
(ys ,y t ;qL ( t ,x t ;q )^ (s ,xs;qX 
,( 11| , I s| , | x t | , | xs | < 1 ) 
(xst;qL ^ ^ u ,^. ,.i.\u L, ,.\A t" s" Z Z hn(x,y|q)h„(x,y|q)-(ys ,y t ;qL n=o m=o " ' " ' (q;q)n (q;q)m' 
(7.3.7) 
which can be rewritten as 
1 « « / \ t" s"^  
(xst;qL n=o m=o """ (q; q)„ (q;q)„ 
Z Z h „ ( x , y | q ) h „ ( x , y | q ) - ^ n „m (yt,ys;q)„ n=o m=o " ' "" ' (q;q)n (q;q)n 
where 111, | s |, | xt |, | xs | < 1. 
1 
Assuming that xst , yt , ys < 1, we can expand (xst;q)^ ' 
7 r - and 7 r— by Euler's identity (7.1.3). Equating coefficients of 
(yt;qL (ys;qL 
t" s"" gives (7.3.6). Since 111, | s |, | xt |, | xs | < 1 and | xst |, | yt |, | ys | < 1, we 
see that | x | and | y | must be finite. This complete the proof 
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When y = 0, both (7.3.5) and (7.3.6) reduce to the well known 
linearization formula (7.1.14). Setting m = 0 in (7.3.6), we are led to the 
following relation between h„ (x | q) and h„ (x, y | q) 
KM-t 
k=0 
y ' ' h n _ k ( x , y | q ) (7.3.8) 
which is a special case of relation of Askey-Wilson [14, (6.4)]. The inverse 
relation of (7.3.8) is as follows. 
h n ( x , y | q ) = E 
k=0 
(-If q^^^y^h,_,(x|q) (7.3.9) 
Note that (7.3.8) and (7.3.9) are equivalent to the relations (7.1.10) and (7.1.9) 
between H„ (x | q) and H„ (x; a | q). 
In fact, we can go one step further form (7.3.7). Reformulating (7.3.7) 
by multiplying (ys , yt; q)^ on both sides and expanding (ys; q)oo, (yt; q)oo and 
(xst; q)oo using Euler's formula (7.1.4), we get 
\ "n+m V^ 14 / / 
n=o m=o j=o k=o ( Q ; ^ j j ( Q ; q)k (q'q)n (q'q)n 
OD CO 00 S II i^i#h„(x,y|q)h„(x.y|q)^ n+k . m + k 
n=o m=o k=o iq;qjk Iq.qjn \\^^h 
Comparing the coefficients oft" s"", we reach the following identity. 
n n II 
j=0 k=0 
n 
L J J 
m 
|_kj 
qWn^J(_y)..^h„„.,,,)(x|q) 
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min {n, m} I 
k=0 
n 
_k_ 
m 
_k_ 
k"! 
(q;q)k r^'{-^f h„_k(x,y|q)h^., (x,y |q) . 
(7.3.10) 
Setting y = 0 in the above identity, we are led to the Askey-Ismail formula 
(7.3.2). 
7.4 A CHANGE OF BASE FORMULA FOR H„ (x ; a | q) : 
In this section, we give an extension of the q-Hermite change of base 
formula to the continuous big q-Hermite polynomials. The corresponding 
statement for h„(x,y|q) are omitted because we find that it is more 
convenient to work with H„ (x;a|q) for this purpose. This formula can be 
used to evaluate certain integrals. 
In [89, P.7], Ismail and Stanton gave the following q-Hermite change of 
base formula for H„ (x | p): 
H„(x|p)=XC„,„_,^ (p,q)H„_,^.(x|q), (7.4.1) 
j=0 
where x = cos 9 and 
C„,„_,Jp,q)=i (-lyp -^q '^"^ 
j=0 
n-2k + j ' 
J 
n 
k - j 
n-2k+2j+l n 
k - j - 1 pj 
From (7.1.9), (7.1.10) along with above relation, we obtain a change of base 
formula for H„ (x; a | q): 
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H„ ( x ; a | q ) = 2: d„,,,,,„ (p ; q) H„_j_,,_, (x;a|q), (7.4.2) 
1=0 
where x = cos B and 
d n , j . f , m ( P ' q ) = 
(i) 2 n-j-2C 
f=0 m=0 
n - j - 2 ^ 
m 
•'n-j,n-j-2 f ( p . q ) a"'. 
Based on the orthogonality relation of q-Hermite polynomial H„ (x | q) 
^ ^ | H j x | q K ( x | q ) ( e ^ ' « , e - ^ q ) ^ d e = (q;q)„5„„, 
2 71 ^ 
Ismail and Stanton [89] found two generating flinctions for the q-Hermite 
polynomials 
f H2n(x|q) . n , ( - t ;qL 
^ F T T I "(te-,te--;q^i ' n=0 
n=0 
Hn(x|q^) „ (qt^q^i 
(q;qX " ( t e ^ t e - ' ^ q i 
(7.4.3) 
(7.4.4) 
where x = cos 0. 
Similarly, from the orthogonality relation [98] of H^ (x; a I q) 
(q;q)oc 
271 
|H„(x ;a |q )H„(x ;a |q ) 
2ie p-2ie . ) 
^ V ^ - ^ d e = (q;q)„5„„, 
lae , ae ;qj„ 
(7.4.5) 
it follows the identities: 
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n=0 
f'n-2k 
k=0 
q' 2 I n-2k ^.n-k a I 
(q ' ;q ' )k(q;qL 2k 
H„(x;a |q) = 171 
(7.4.6) 
n=0 
z 
k=0 
k „k^ „k ^n+k ( - I fq ; a ^ 
(q';q')k(q;q)n- ky 
(7.4.7) 
where x = cos 6 
Clearly, (7.4.3) and (7.4.4) are the special cases when a = 0. since 
the generating fiinction [98] of H„ (x; a | q) is 
Z H„(x ;a | q ) -^ (at;q)« 
n=0 (q;q)n "(te'Vte-^ ; q i 
x = cos0 (7.4.8) 
Setting q -> p and multiplying by the weight function KT^^qJ the 
integrals of the generating function (7.4.6 - 7.4.8) on base p can be stated as 
follows 
•^^ ^ ' ^" ^n j ( a e r a e - ; q i ( t e - , t e - ; p ^ ) / ' ^ 
H . . . . (q^qO. (a t ;pL(p t^pO. ' ' . ( e - , e - - ; q ^ ) . 
"^•^^^'^^" ^^ i ( a e r a e - ; q ^ U t e r t e - ; p ) / ' ' 
^•^^ ' ^~ ^ ^ ~ ~ i ( a e r a e - ; q U t e r t e - ; p ) / ' -
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when a = 0, they reduce to the integrals Jp ^ (t), Hp ^ (t) and Ip ^ (t) introduced 
by Ismail and Stanton [89]. We conclude with the observation that for some 
special values of p and q, the above integrals can be computed by the Askey-
Wilson integral [71, P. 154]: 
27t i (ae'« , ae-'Vbe'«, be-Vce'«, ce-'%de'«, de-^ ;q)^ de 
(abcd;q) , ^^ ^ g^ 
(ab,ac,ad, bc,bd,cd;q)„ 
Because of change of base formula (7.4.2) and the orthogonality relation 
(7.4.5), we may transform the above integrals into summations 
„=0 k=0 [P ; P jk IP ; Pin-2k J=0 
n=0 k=0 IP , P A (P , P jn-k J=0 
00 i l l n 
i p , q ( ^ ' 0 = Z 7 — r ^ ci„j,„_j_2,(p,q). 
n=0 (P;PJn J=0 
Using special cases of the Askey-Wilson integral (7.4.9), we give some 
examples of H (a, t) which have closed product formulas: 
H, , , (a , t ) : 
n=o k=o [q , q jk (,q, q^-k j=o 
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n=0 k=0 (q ' ;q ' )k ( -q ; -q)n-k t 
.k^Sk^ „ k .^n+k (-O'q" a't 
" ' • - ( ' • ' *=^ ^ iXa'Uo'a^] ^ «„„,,,„.,.„ (q'.q)=(q^^;qO. 
n=o k=o [q , q jk Iq ' q Lk j=o 
. ' ' ^ 2 k ^ ^ k .n+k n (-l) 'q' ' a ^ 
_(atViil 
n=o k=o [q , q A Iq ' q jn-k j=o It q ; q ] 
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